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ADDRESS BY THE HON. THE PREMIER, MR. D.A. DUNSTAN, Q.C., M.P. ;. AT THE COMMONWEALTH CLUB LUNCHEON, 27TH JULY, 1967. >;[ 
MR. PRESIDENT, ETC. : ' , 
FIRST OP ALL, I WOULD.LIKE TO EXPRESS.. MY THANKS TO THE 
COMMONWEALTH CLUB OP ADELAIDE FOR THE HONOUR THEY HAVE DONE ME 
IN INVITING ME TO BE GUEST SPEAKER.AT THIS LUNCHEON. I 
RECOGNIZE TH^ T THE GENERAL POLICY OP THE CLUB IS TO. HAVE EMINENT 
, : I tl 
t 
t • t \ • \ 
VISITORS TO THE STATE AS GUEST 8PEAKERS, AND I VERY MUCH APPRE-
CIATE THE COURTESY OP THE CLUB IN INVITING ME, AS A SOUTH 
AUSTRALIAN, TO BE GUEST SPEAKER ON THIS 0C0A8I0N. ; 
i 
THIS AFTERNOON I WANT TO SPEAK TO YOU ABOUT FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. WE ALL KNOW THAT SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA DEVELOPED AS A STATE WHOSE ECONOMY WAS LARGELY BASED 
ON PRIMARY PRODUCTION. FROM THE EARLIEST DAYS, HOWEVER, SOME -j';-
SKILLED ARTISANS WERE HERE AND THE STATE WAS ABLE TO PROVIDE A 
SMALL AMOUNT OF SECONDARY INDUSTRY OF A HIGHLY SKILLED NATURE. R. I •j 
V-; ! 
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SINCE THE WAR YEARS, WHEN WE GOT A BOOST TO OUR SECONDARY 
INDUSTRY PRODUCTION THROUGH THE PLACING OF LARGE MUNITIONS 
PLANTS HERE, A RAPID CHANGE HAS TAKEN PLACE, AND TODAY THE VALUE j'H 
OF SECONDARY PRODUCTION CONSIDERABLY EXCEEDS THAT OF PRIMARY 
PRODUCTION IN THE STATE. THIS PROVIDES FOR A GREATER STABILITY/:^  
IN OUR ECONOMY, AND IT IS CLEAR THAT MUCH OF THE FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THIS STATE MUST BE BASED ON SECONDARY INDUSTRY. 
UNLIKE SOME OF THE OTHER STATES, IN 80UTH AUSTRALIA WE NO LONGER , H 
HAVE LARGE AREAS OF LAND AVAILABLE WHICH ARE SUITABLE FOR FURTHER £ j 
PRIMARY PRODUCTION. WHILST THE GOVERNMENT WILL MAKE EVERY . j ;. 
' EFFORT THROUGH THE SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF ;. ! ; 
AGRICULTURE TO CONTINUALLY RAISE THE OUTPUT OF PRIMARY PRODUCTION ; • 
THROUGH ADVANCED METHODS OF LAND HUSBANDRY, THE LAND AVAILABLE : i 
FOR FURTHER PRIMARY PRODUCTION IS LIMITED. j ••; . 
FOR 80ME TIME NOW, THE STATE HAS MADE RAPID DEVELOPMENT i 
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IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF INDUSTRY EQUAL TO ABOUT! THE AVERAGE 
RATE OF GROWTH IN AUSTRALIA OVER THE PERIOD SINCE THE WAR 
HOWEVER, THE SECONDARY INDUSTRY GROWTH HAS MAINLY BEEN IN THE 
PRODUCTION PF CONSUMER DURABLES, PARTICULARLY MOTOR CARS AND 
HOME APPLIANCES, AND AS OUR ECONOMY RELIES VERY HEAVILY UPON 
SECONDARY INDUSTRY PRODUCTION IN THESE AREAS,- IT IS VULNERABLE 
TO FLUCTUATIONS IN THE GENERAL STATE OF THE ECONOMY IN THE , ~ M 
EASTERN STATES SINCE THE MAJORITY OF PRODUCTION IN CONSUMER 
DURABLES FINDS\ ITS MARKET IN THE EASTERN ST^JS AND IS NOT 
EXPORTED, OVERSEAS. IT* / .H'J 
DURING THE PERIOD OF THE LATE IGLO'E AND THE EARLY 
YEARS OF THIS DECADE, ALL OTHER STATES IN AUSTRALIA RECOGNIZI^ % 
THE NEED TO COMPETE FOR INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT, SET UP L ^ ^ F . 
FULLY STAFFED INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENTS SO THAT FEASIBLEI 
PROJECTS FOR DEVELOPMENT IN THEIR STATES COULD BE SOLD TO J 
INVESTORS WHO WOULD BE ATTRACTED1 TO PROVIDE TECHNOLOGICAL JJ |' 
1» ^  '••'.- i-v-
-a 
-j 
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DEVELOPMENT WITHIN, THE STATE. THIS DID NOT HAPPEN IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA, AND WHEN THE LABOR QOVERNMENT TOOK OFFICE, FOR THE -H 
FIRST TIME IHERE WAS CREATED: A DEPARTMENT SPECIFICALLY CONCERNED ^ F | 
WITH DEVELOPMENT. IT WAS IMPORTANT THAT WE DID NOT ALLOW TO 
TAKE PLACE WHAT HAD PREVIOUSLY OCCURRED ON SOME OCCASIONS, THAT 
PROPOSALS FOR LARGE-SCALE SCHEMES OF DEVELOPMENT HAD BEEN 
INADEQUATELY RESEARCHED AND CONSEQUENTLY FAILED TO MATERIALIZE. 
. WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA, WE ARE 
IDEALLY SITUATED, BECAUSE OF OUR CENTRAL LOCATION IN THE 
COMMONWEALTH, TO SEWE THE FUTURE NATIONAL MARKET BOTH EAST AND 
WEST, AND THEREFORE THE GOVERNMENT WILL PROMOTE THE STATE AS ONE 
WHICH MUST BE OF VITAL INTEREST TO AUSTRALIA'S COMMERCIAL AND . 
V' i 
r 
h 
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENTS IN THEIR FUTURE EXPANSION. ; > 
IT WILL BE IMPORTANT THAT WE DIVERSIFY SOUTH AUSTRALIA'S^ 
INDUSTRY SO THAT WE ARE NOT IN FUTURE AS VULNERABLE TO EASTERN V 
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STATES MARKETS FLUCTUATIONS AS WE NOW ARE, AND IT IS IMPORTANT 
FOR OUR DEVELOPMENT THAT WE HAVE A CONCENTRATION IN SOUTH "'rU' 
AUSTRALIA'OF THE SKILL INDUSTRIES. THIS IS A STATE WHICH 18 ' -f 
t : '•'I. > 
IDEALLY SITUATED TO THE KIND OF TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT AND 
CONSEQUENTS EXPORT PRODUCTION WHICH HAS BEEN THE PATTERN IN 
CERTAIN COUNTRIES IN EUROPE AND THE MEDITERRANEAN, PARTICULARLY,' .' 
FOR INSTANCE, SWEDEN, SWITZERLAND AND ISRAEL, WHO, WITH LIMITED V;!r. 
NATURAL RESOURCES, HAVE NEVERTHELESS PROVIDED PRODUCTS OF SUCH tj : 
HIGH QUALITY, CRAFTSMANSHIP AND DESIGN, THAT THEY HAVE LED THE j I: 
WORLD. IN bERTAIN AREAS, SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS ALREADY BEGINNING 5 ; 
TO DO THISi 1 WE HAVE ALWAYS HAD A HIGH JJEGREE OF TECHNICAL fi f * 
KNOW-HOW HERE. WE HAVE GOOD RESEARCH FACILITIES ESTABLISHED 
IN MANY AREAS, PARTICULARLY, FOR INSTANCE, IN AGRICULTURAL 
RESEARCH, IN THE MINERAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES, AND IN THE '^jf \ 
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, BUT WE MUST BUILD ON THIS BASIS TO i.^ Jf 
ENSURE THAT THERE IS ADEQUATE APPLIED INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH TO 7:^ 1 l\ 
• MAKE THIS THE CENTRE OF IMPORTANT TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT IN v'i .1 /j 
•--'-• " "" ' ' * ' " M 
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THE COMMONWEALTH. 
IN CONNECTION WITH OUR PROGRAMME FOR FUTURE 
t 
DEVELOPMENT, I HAVE ALREADY ANNOUNCED CERTAIN DECISIONS SINCE ; 
I TOOK OFFICE AS PREMIER. I REFER PARTICULARLY TO THE 
APPOINTMENT OF A DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT. THE STATE $ 
IS INDEED FORTUNATE TO HAVE SECURED THE SERVICES OF SUCH AN ; £ 
OUTSTANDINGLY WELL QUALIFIED AND EXPERIENCED INDUSTRIALIST AS .;• 
MR. DONALD CURRIE WHO WILL TAKE UP THESE IMPORTANT DUTIES NEXT ? I 
MONTH. I HAVE ALSO ANNOUNCED PROPOSALS FOR GOVERNMENT SUPPORT 
FOR AN INDUSTRIAL DESIGN CENTRE IN THIS STATE. THIS, I FEEL 
SURE, WILL DO MUCH TO ASSIST INDUSTRY TO PROMOTE ITS ACTIVITIES 
BY HAVING AVAILABLE TO IT THE BEST KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL THAT CAN -
BE PROVIDED THROUGH SUCH A CENTRE. I HAVE ALSO ANNOUNCED THAT '? TL « 
THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT WILL SEEK TO PROMOTE 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION WHICH 
WILL EN8URE ADEQUATE APPLIED INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH OF A GENERAL 
cf. 
I 
FF 
h 
I i;> 
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HATURE AND PROVIDE FACILITIES FOR APPLIED RESEARCH WHICH WILL 
OP ASSISTANCE TO EXISTINO INDUSTRY IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. OVERSEAS ?; 
VISITORS TO THIS COUNTRY HAVE POINTED TO THE WOEFUL LACK OF ,F|J_; 
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH IN THIS COUNTRY AND THAT INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH,. ^ 
GENERALLY IS AT A MUCH LOWER LEVEL THAN THAT OF COUNTRIES 
COMPARABLY DEVELOPED. WE MUST REMEDY THAT HERE. 
THE PROVING OP NATURAL GAS DEPOSITS IN THE NORTH EAST 
OP THE STATE HAS BEEN A FEATURE WHICH I BELIEVE WILL MARK THE >] 
COMMENCEMENT OF A NEW ERA OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY IN S OUTH ' | | | | 
AUSTRALIA. ' THE GOVERNMENT HAS MADE MUCH PROGRESS IN THE WORK>|:|' 
NECESSARY TO ENABLE THE USE OF THIS IMPORTANT NATURAL RESOURCE. . 
' ARRANGEMENTS BENEFICIAL TO THE STATE WERE COMPLETED WITH THE .J IF 
COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT BY MY PREDECESSOR TO ENABLE THE PROVISION V , 
OF FINANCE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A PIPELINE TO CONVEY THE ' " | 
NATURAL GAS FROM THE FIELD TO THE ADELAIDE METROPOLITAN AREA. • j 
A STATUTORY COMMISSION HAS BEEN APPOINTED AND COMMENCED WORK TO J J/;{ 
..< - £ 
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CONSTRUCT THIS PIPELINE. LONG AND DETAILED NEGOTIATIONS HAVE 
BEEN CARRIED OUT WITH THE PRODUCERS. THOSE NEGOTIATIONS ARE . 
• i :• 
PRACTICALLY COMPLETED AND I ANTICIPATE THAT WITHIN A VERY SHORT 
TIME INDEED I WILL BE ABLE TO ANNOUNCE THE COMPLETION OF A ' '; 
CONTRACT WHICH WILL ENSURE THE PROVISION OF NATURAL GAS AS A FUEL 
TO THE ELECTRICITY TRUST AT A PRICE BETTER THAN THAT OF FUEL OIL. 
THIS WILL ENSURE THE MAINTENANCE OF CHEAP ELECTRICITY IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA AND AT THE SAME TIME PROVIDE FOR THE PIPELINE, THE MAJOR 
USER NEEDED TO ENSURE THAT THE PIPELINE PROJECT IS ECONOMICALLY ' iJ 
VIABLE IN ITS EARLY STAGES. THIS WILL MEAN THAT WE WILL BE ABLE 
TO HAVE NATURAL GAS IN ADELAIDE AVAILABLE FOR INDUSTRIAL USERS j 
BY MID 1969, AND AT A PRICE SIGNIFICANTLY LOWER THAN THE PRICE TO 
INDUSTRIAL CONSUMERS: WHICH WILL BE CHARGED IN VICTORIA FOR 
NATURAL GAS* 
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APART PROM THE IMPORTANT A8PECT OP PROVIDING A LOCAL SOURCE OP 
FUEL FOR POWER PRODUCTION IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, THIS NATURAL GAS 
WILL PROVIDE (tfHE RAW MATERIALS FOR ADDITIONAL INDUSTRIES WHICH 
WITHOUT NATURAL GAS SOUTH AUSTRALIA COULD NOT HAVE CONTEMPLATED 
OVERSEAS ORGANIZATIONS HAVE ALREADY SHOWN AN ACTIVE INTEREST IN • 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW ENTERPRISES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA BASED ON /• 
THE UTILIZATION OF NATURAL GAS., / r-s 
I MENTIONED EARLIER THE STABILITY WtflCH THE STATE H 
ENJOYS AS A RESULT OF OUR BALANCED ECONOMY. HOWEVER, STABILITY 
IS ATTAINED: NOT ONLY THROUGH THE ECONOMY BUT BECAUSE OF A NUMBER 
OF FACTORS WHICH,£RE OF PARTICULAR INTEREST AND IMPORTANCE TO '-'j 
INVESTORS AND INDUSTRIALISTS ANXIOUS TO PROM^ IE THEIR OWN 
' . . . . . : 
PARTICULAR ENTERPRISE. 
THE EXCELLENT EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIP WHICH 
EXISTS IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS 80METHING OF WHICH THE STATE CAN BE 
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JUSTLY PROUD. I PAY A TRIBUTE TODAY TO THE ENLIGHTENED 
OUTLOOK OF BOTH MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATIONS WORICING 
IN CO-OPERATION WITH A PROGRESSIVE GOVERNMENT. BECAUSE OF 
THIS, SOUTH AUSTRALIA HAS A REMARKABLE RECORD IN RELATION TO 
TIME LOST THROUGH INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES. IN FACT, IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA, DURING 1966, SIXTY-ONE DAYS PER 1 ,000 CIVILIAN j" 
EMPLOYEES WERE LOST DUE TO DISPUTES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA COMPARED ! :• 
' i 
WITH 276 DAYS IN NEW SOUTH.WALES AND AN AUSTRALIAN AVERAGE OF 
196 DAYS. ILLUSTRATED IN ANOTHER WAY, SOUTH AUSTRALIA SUFFERED ? 
• * 
THE SMALL PERCENTAGE OF 2.85 OF THE AUSTRALIAN TOTAL OF MAN DAYS'; ' 
LOST THROUGH INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES DURING 1966. THIS IS AN ' i 
ACHIEVEMENT OF WHICH THE GOVERNMENT IS VERY PROUD AND OF WHICH • J 
MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEE ORGANISATIONS ALIKE CAN PEEL JUSTLY I' j 
PROUD. IT IS EVIDENCE OF THE FACT THAT SOUTH AUSTRALIANS IN .; 'i 
ALL WALKS OF LIFE ARE DETERMINED TO GET ON WITH THE JOB, NOT' ./j •? 
MERELY TO PROMOTE THEIR OWN SECTIONAL INTERESTS,AND TO JOIN WITH • ) 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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THE GOVERNMENT IN THE DEVELOPMENT OP THE STATE. Yi 
i ' 
I POINT OUT, HOWEVER, THAT INDUSTRIAL STABILITY HAS Y \ 
ONLY BEEN MAINTAINED BECAUSE WORKING PEOPLE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA S 
FOR LONG DEPRIVED OF BENEFITS AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE, HAVE BEEN ABLE . • 
TO GET MARGINAL IMPROVEMENTS IN THEIR CONDITIONS IN THE LAST TWO y] 
YEARS WHICH HAVE LED TO THEIR BEING SATISFIED WITH THE GENERAL 
CONDITIONS' UNDER WHICH THEY ARE WORKING. WHILE IT IS IMPORTANT Y 
FOR US TO MAINTAIN A LOW-COST STRUCTURE, IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO J 
SEE. THAT THE WORK FORCE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS SATISFIED AND STABLE, : 
UNDER CGNDITION^WHICH ARE REASONABLE AND COMPARABLE WITH THOSE 
ELSEWHERE IN THE COUNTRY. Y'^  . / 
ANOTf|§ IMPORTANT FEATURE WHICH W|| ASSIST OUR FUTURE ^  
DEVELOPMENT IS 0 FACT THAT CONTRARY TO STATElil|, MADE FROM TIME • 
, |o TIME IN VARIOUS PLACES, THE GOVERNMENT OF THIS STATE HAS . 
MAINTAINED A LOW-COST STRUCTURE WITHIN THE STATE. IT IS TRUE •• 
THAT IN SOME INSTANCES THE GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN FORCED' BY THE 
PAGE 12. 
COMMONWEAI/EH GOVERNMMT'S ATTITUDE TO COMMONWEALTH/STATE FINANCIAL . 
MOTIONS, TO MAKE INCREASES IN CHARGES. ALL STATE GOVERNMENTS 
HAVE BEEN FORCED INTO THIS POSITION. BUT LET ME MAKE IT 
PEBFECTLY CLEAR THAT THE INCREASED CHAROES THAT HAVE BEEN MADE IN 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA OVER THE LAST TWO AND A QUARTER YEARS ARE LOWER 
THAN GOVERNMENTS IN THE OTHER STATES OP AUSTRALIA HAVE POUND IT 
NECESSARY TO IMPOSE ON THEIR CITIZENS. BECAUSE OP THIS, AM) 
FORWARD PLANNING BY THE GOVERNMENT AND ITS INSTRUMENTALITIES. 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS ABLE TO OPPER JffiW SERVICED INDUSTRIAL SITES 
AT PRICES MUCH LOWER THAN SIMILAR SITES IN OUR NEIGHBOURING STATES. 
OUR BUILDING INDUSTRY HAS ALSO BEEN BUILT UP ON A BASIS OF 
EFFICIENCY WHICH ENABLES THE STATE TO ENJOY A RELATIVELY LOWER 
BUILDING COST FOR QUALITY STRUCTURES. IN THE RESULT. US ARE ABLE 
TO OFFER-THE INDUSTRIES SEEKING TO ESTABLISH IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA . 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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LOWER ESTABLISHMENT COSTS THAN ELSEWHERE AND LOWER RUNNING COSTS 
THAN ELSEWHERE. 
AS PREMIER OP THE STATE, I PERSONALLY HAVE ACCEPTED 
THE RESPONSIBILITY OP ADMINISTERING THE ACTIVITIES OF THE 
GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROMOTION OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT. 
THE GOVERNMENT HAS A POLICY OF.ASSISTANCE TO INDUSTRY IN VARIOUS . 
WAYS. WITH THE GOVERNMENT'S FORWARD PLANNING IN CO-OPERATION ^ | 
WITH THE INSTRUMENTALITIES RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PROVISION OF ; 
ELECTRICITY AND GAS, WE CAN ASSURE ANY ENTERPRISE CONTEMPLATING 
ESTABLISHMENT IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA THAT THE PROVISION OF ESSENTIAL " 
SERVICES SUCH AS WATER, SEWERAGE, RAILWAYS AND ROADS, POWER AND' -
GAS, CAN BE READILY MADE AVAILABLE TO THEM. ;; 
THE GOVERNMENT, THROUGH THE ACTIVITIES OP THE SOUTH 
\ 
AUSTRALIAN HOUSING TRUST, WILL CONTINUE TO. ENSURE HOUSING FOR AN 
EXPANDING WORK FORCE. THIS, IN MY OPINION, WILL CONTINUE TO BE AN 
J 
m 
h-i. 
m ' . 
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' rt " IMPORTANT FACTOR IN DEVELOPING INDUSTRY IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AND 
IS ONE REASON WHY I UNDERTOOK THE PORTFOLIO OF MINISTER OF • 
HOUSING IN CONJUNCTION WITH MY RESPONSIBILITIES AS PREMIER. •• ; 
THE GOVERNMENT RECOGNIZED THE IMPORTANT PART THAT 
TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROVIDES IN THE ATTRACTION OF 
INDUSTRY TO THE STATE. MY COLLEAGUE, THE MINISTER OF EDUCATION, 
AND I, TOGETHER WITH OTHER MEMBERS OF THE CABINET, HAVE DEVOTED ' • 
MUCH TIME AND THOUGHT TO ENSURE THE PROVISION OF ADEQUATE 
FACILITIES FOR- TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING. THE STATE'S . ^ 
TWO UNIVERSITIES AND ITS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY ARE OF A . -J 
STANDARD WHICH COMPARES MORE THAN FAVOURABLY WITH SIMILAR • -I 
INSTITUTIONS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. IN FACT OUR PROVISIONS |J 
FOR THE TRAINING OF APPRENTICES ARE UNEQUALLED IN AUSTRALIA. ' ; | 
I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT THE GOVERNMENT WILL TAKE ALL POSSIBLE STEPS, 
TO MAINTAIN THIS HIGH STANDING SO THAT THE EMPLOYEES IN SOUTH \:?JJ 
AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY CAN PROVIDE A STANDARD OF SKILL AND WORKMANSHIP-^ 
• • ' . - . . . ' - " M . 
• C: :t 
VI;! 
| 
1 
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T i p WHICH WILL MEASURE UP TO WORLD REQUIREMENTS. [ ; 
IN SPEAKING OP INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, UNFORTUNATELY 
IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO GIVE DETAILS OF NEGOTIATIONS TAKING PLACE >: 
•-1 
WITH THE GOVERNMENT. NATURALLY THESE NEGOTIATIONS CONCERN : j:.r; 
• •••: •! THE PRIVATE BUSINESS OF THE COMPANIES CONCERNED, AND FOR THAT j ? 
: W 
REASON IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR'ME TO GIVE YOU DETAILED INFORMATION 
OF INDUSTRIES THAT ARE LIKELY TO ESTABLISH IN SOJTH AUSTRALIA } J J j 
IN THE NEAR FUTURE.. WITHOUT BREACHING ANY CONFIDENCE, HOWEVER,. 
I CAN SAY THAT THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT HAS IN HAND CERTAIN 
NEGOTIATIONS WHICH IF CARRIED' TO A SUCCESSFUL CONCLUSION WILL BE ; 
OF VITAL IMPORTANCE TO OUR FUTURE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT. AS i; 
PREMIER OF THE STATE, I DO NOT PROPOSE EVER TO MAKE DETAILED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS OF INDUSTRIES; WHICH MIGHT ESTABLISH IN THE STATE, H 
BUT WILL ONLY DO SO WHEN FIRM DECISIONS'HAVE BEEN REACHED BY THE 
t 
ENTERPRISES CONCERNED' AND PLANS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED TO SET UP 
PRODUCTION WITHIN THE STATS', 
1 
X t 
•'HI 
•I 
t. 
)• -IT 
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SINCE THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT WAS ESTABLISHED, IT HAS,j 
HOWEVER, HAD THE SATISFACTION OF COMPLETING NEGOTIATIONS FOR j ;J ^  
SUCH IMPORTANT PROJECT8 AS THE MULTI MILLION DOLLAR UNDERTAKING i 
OF CHRYSLER AUSTRALIA LIMITED WHICH IS BEING FINANCED BY CAPITAL; X 
FROM THE COMPANY'S ACTIVITIES IN AMERICA, - (A CLEAR INDICATION ;rX <7 
OF THE CONFIDENCE OF THE AMERICAN INDUSTRIALISTS CONCERNED IN THE 
FUTURE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA) - THE NEW FACTORY OF HILLS INDUSTRIES • 
LIMITED AT 0'SULLIVAN BEACH WHICH I RECENTLY HAD THE HONOUR TO i; 
OPEN; THE FACTORY OF COMALCO INDUSTRIES PTY. LIMITED AT MILE END, } ] 
>• :}• AND A NUMBER OF OTHER ACTIVITIES 'THOUGH SMALLER IN MAGNITUDE - -j f 
.'. • •. J 
BUT NEVERTHELESS IMPORTANT IN OUR'INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE j I 
STATE. 
THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT HAS ALWAYS ACTED IN CLOSE 
CO-OPERATION WITH THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN HOUSING TRUST. THAT 
CO-OPERATION IS OF VITAL IMPORTANCE IN OUR PROMOTIONAL PLANS. 
W. ' 1 ' : I 
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THE GOVERNMENT RECENTLY MADE ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE GENERAL MANAGER 
OF THE TRUST, MR. RAMSAY, TO MAKE. A VISIT OVERSEAS TO ENABLE HIM i 
TO UNDERTAKE PERSONAL NEGOTIATIONS WITH MANY OVERSEAS ORGANIZA- . 
TIONS WHICH HAVE SHOWN AN INTEREST IN ESTABLISHING ACTIVITIES IN ; 
THIS STATE. I AM PLEASED TO SAY TODAY THAT I HAVE HAD INTERIM ' 
REPORTS FROM MR. RAMSAY TO THE EFFECT THAT HE HAS HAD DETAILED i„ 
DISCU3SIONS WITH A NUMBER OP OVERSEAS ENTERPRISES AND THESE 
DISCUSSIONS MAY WELL LEAD TO FINAL DECISIONS TO ESTABLISH MANU- ' , 
FACTORING ACTIVITIES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. APART FROM A SPECIF10 
OVERSEAS VISIT BY AN INDIVIDUAL OFFICER, THE GOVERNMENT IS , : 
FORTUNATE IN HAVING A VERY ACTIVE AGENT-GENERAL FOR SOUTH '-i 
AUSTRALIA IN LONDON. MANY OF YOU PRESENT TODAY KNOW HIM 
PERSONALLY AND ADMIRE BOTH HIS ENERGY AND ABILITY. APART FROM ; 
INTENSIVE PROMOTIONAL WORK IN THE UNITED, KINGDOM, MR. MILNE HAS r;: 
MADE A NUMBER OF VISITS TO EUROPEAN COUNTRIES WITH THE OBJECT OF j ' 
PAGE 18. 
ATTRACTING INDUSTRY TO THE STATE. THE GOVERNMENT HAS I 
RE-ORGANIZED THE STAFFING OF THE AGENT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, AS A ^ 
RESULT OF WHICH A SENIOR OFFICER DEVOTES HIS FULL TIME TOWARDS 
PROMOTIONAL WORK OF THIS NATURE. 
MR. PRE8IDENT : I HAVE TOLD YOU IN GENERAL TERMS OF THE 
GOVERNMENT'S WORK FOR THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE. j 
AS PREMIER OF THE STATE AND THE MINISTER PERSONALLY ADMINISTERING ; 
ME GOVERNMENT'S ACTIVITIES IN INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION, I GIVE YOU 
AN ASSURANCE TODAY THAT EVERY EFFORT WILL BE CONTINUED TO PROMOTE-
THE RAPID GROWTH OF INDUSTRY WITHIN THE STATE. THIS CONTINUED :' 
GROWTH CAN, HOWEVER, ONLY BE ACHIEVED WITH THE GOODWILL AND 
CO-OPERATION OF PRIVATE ENTERPRISE. I AM HAPPY TO SAY THAT ' ^  I 
SINCE THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT WAS ESTABLISHED, THE OFFICERS-
ENGAGED. ON INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION HAVE FORMED VERY HARMONIOUS 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE NOT ONLY IN SOUTH 
R 
t'V 
» 
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AUSTRALIA BUT WITH THE MANAGEMENT OP ENTERPRISES BOTH INTERSTATE 
i -'I AND OVERSEAS, WITH WHOM THEY HAVE NEGOTIATED. THESE.GOOD 
5 1 , : :.'(• 
RELATIONSHIPS AND THE INCREASED ACTIVITY WHICH THE GOVERNMENT 
T-l 
PLANS POR INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION WILL, I AM SURE, RESULT IN A 
SUCCESSFUL PERIOD OF DEVELOPMENT IN THE YEARS AHEAD. 
\ \ 
I PLEDGE THE GOVERNMENT'S 8UPPORT IN EVERY PRACTICABLE 
WAY TO ENSURE CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT, AND I SEEK THE CO-OPERATION 
OF INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE IN THIS STATE WITH THE GOVERNMENT TO' .' 
ENSURE RAPID DEVELOPMENT TO THE BENEFIT OF THE WHOLE STATE " ,r 
AND ITS CITIZENS. 
— — - J 
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ADDRESS BY THE HON. THE PREMIER, MR. D.A. DUNSTAN, Q.C., M.P. AT THE COMMONWEALTH CLUB LUNCHEON, 27TH JULY, 1967. 
MR. PRESIDENT,. ETC. : •."] -1 , ! ' 
FIRST OF ALL, I WOULD . LIKE TO EXPRESS MY THANKS TO THE ; • J 
\ • • . 'v ' •> 1 COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF ADELAIDE FOR THE HONOUR THEY HAVE DONE ME Yt :.j 
IN INVITING ME TO BE GUEST SPEAKER.AT THIS LUNCHEON. I , I| 
RECOGNIZE THAT THE GENERAL POLICY OF THE CLUB 18 TO. HAVE EMINENT ' ; 
VISITORS TO .THE STATE AS GUEST SPEAKERS, AND I VERY MUCH APPRE-? Vi 
CIATE THE COURTESY OF THE CLUB IN INVITING ME, AS A SOUTH 
AUSTRALIAN, TO BE GUEST SPEAKER ON THIS OCCASION. ; 
. i • 5 i 
THIS AFTERNOON I WANT TO SPEAK YOU ABOUT FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. WE ALL KNOW THAT SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA DEVELOPED AS A STATE WHOSE ECONOMY WAS LARGELY BASED 
ON PRIMARY PRODUCTION. FROM THE EARLIEST DAYS, HOWEVER, SOME 
SKILLED ARTISANS WERE HERE AND THE 8TATEJ WAS ABLE TO PROVIDE A ••-j 
SMALL AMOUNT OF SECONDARY INDUSTRY OF A HIGHLY SKILLED NATURE. 
' ' PAGE 2* 
SINCE THE WAR YEARS, WHEN WE GOT A BOOST TO OUR SECONDARY 
INDUSTRY PRODUCTION THROUGH THE PLACING OF LARGE MUNITIONS 
PLANTS HERE, A RAPID CHANGE HAS TAKEN PLACE, AND TODAY THE VALUE 
OF SECONDARY PRODUCTION CONSIDERABLY EXCEEDS THAT OF PRIMARY 
1 PRODUCTION IN THE STATE. THIS PROVIDES FOR A GREATER STABILITY;; 
IN OUR ECONOMY, AND IT IS CLEAR THAT MUCH OF THE FUTURE , 
DEVELOPMENT OF THIS STATE MUST BE BASED ON SECONDARY INDUSTRY. 
UNLIKE SOME OF THE OTHER STATES, IN 8OUTH AUSTRALIA WE NO LONGER :. 
HAVE LARGE AREAS OF LAND AVAILABLE WHICH ARE SUITABLE FOR FURTHER : 
PRIMARY PRODUCTION. WHILST THE GOVERNMENT WILL MAKE EVERY 
' EFFORT THROUGH THE 8ERVICES PROVIDED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF 
t 
AGRICULTURE TO CONTINUALLY RAISE THE OUTPUT OF PRIMARY PRODUCTION 
THROUGH ADVANCED METHODS OF LAND HUSBANDRY, THE LAND AVAILABLE 
FOR FURTHER PRIMARY PRODUCTION IS LIMITED. j 
FOR 80ME TIME NOW, THE STATE HAS MADE RAPID DEVELOPMENT 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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'l 
IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OP INDUSTRY EQUAL TO ABOUT THE AVERAGE 
RATE OP GROWTH IN AUSTRALIA OVER THE PERIOD SINCE THE WAR. 
HOWEVER, THE SECONDARY INDUSTRY GROWTH HAS MAINLY BEEN IN THE 
PRODUCTION OF CONSUMER DURABLES, PARTICULARLY IIOTQR CARS AND 
HOME APPLIANCES, AND AS OUR ECONOMY RELIES VERY HEAVILY UPON ,., 
SECONDARY INDUSTRY PRODUCTION IN THESE AREAS,/'IT IS VULNERABLE M ' I 
TO FLUCTUATIONS IN THE GENERAL' STATE OF THE ICONOMY IN THE .YL L I P 
EASTERN STATES SINCE THE MAJORITY OF PRODUCTION IN CONSUMER ' I F P 
DURABLES FINDS^ITS MARKET IN THE EASTERN STATES AND IS NOT ' / 
EXPORTED OVERSEAS. £ / ' 
;-.1 .'I * 
V? fcf& 
DURINJJJ THE PERIOD OF THE LATE 1^0*8 AND THE EARLY* . ^ F P 
YEARS OF THIS DECADE, ALL OTHER STATES IN AUSTRALIA RECOGNIZING HI 
THE NEED TO COMPETE FOR INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT, SET UP I 
FULLY STAFFED INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENTS SO THAT FEASIBLE T 
PROJECTS FOR DEVELOPMENT IN THEIR STATES boULD BE SOLD TO. / ' V 
INVESTORS WHO WOULD BE ATTRACTED' TO PROVIDE TECHNOLOGICAL 
!p 
' V. f 1 •' 
. Hit 
H'v. 
; j 
PAGE 
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DEVELOPMENT WITHIN. THE STATE. THIS DID NOT HAPPEN IN SOUTH " I F 
AUSTRALIA, AND WHEN THE LABOR QOVERNMENT TOOK OFFICE, FOR THE j ] Iff 
FIRST TIME THERE WAS CREATED: A DEPARTMENT SPECIFICALLY CONCERNED ^ 'I ^ 
WITH DEVELOPMENT. IT WAS IMPORTANT THAT WE DID NOT ALLOW TO " H 
TAKE PLACE WHAT HAD PREVIOUSLY OCCURRED ON SOME OCCASIONS, THAT If | S 
PROPOSALS FOR LARGE-SCALE SCHEMES OF DEVELOPMENT HAD BEEN 
INADEQUATELY RESEARCHED AND CONSEQUENTLY FAILED TO MATERIALIZE. "PI 
WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA, WE ARE F * 
IDEALLY SITUATED, BECAUSE OF OUR CENTRAL LOCATION IN THE 
COMMONWEALTH, TO SERVE THE FUTURE NATIONAL MARKET BOTH EAST AND 4 
WEST, AND THEREFORE THE GOVERNMENT WILL PROMOTE THE STATE AS ONE LL 
WHICH MUST BE OF VITAL INTEREST TO AUSTRALIA'S COMMERCIAL AND F L ] 
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENTS IN THEIR FUTURE EXPANSION. : 
IT WILL BE IMPORTANT THAT WE DIVERSIFY SOUTH AUSTRALIA'S" 
INDUSTRY 80 THAT WE ARE NOT IN FUTURE AS VULNERABLE TO EASTERN C? 
i , 
t 
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STATES MARKETS FLUCTUATIONS AS WE NOW ARE, AND IT IS IMPORTANT '• •': 
FOR OUR DEVELOPMENT THAT WE HAVE A CONCENTRATION IN SOUTH H-i 
AUSTRALIA OF THE SKILL INDUSTRIES. THIS IS A| STATE WHICH IS :1 J' 
IDEALLY SITUATED TO THE KIND OF TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT AND '.'t-'i 
CONSEQUENT EXPORT PRODUCTION WHICH HAS BEEN THE PATTERN IN J ' ' f • r* 
CERTAIN COUNTRIES IN EUROPE AND THE MEDITERRANEAN, PARTICULARLY, f; 
FOR INSTANCE, SWEDEN, SWITZERLAND AND ISRAEL, WHO, WITH LIMITED 
NATURAL RESOURCES, HAVE NEVERTHELESS PROVIDED PRODUCTS OF SUCH j 1 
HIGH QUALITY, CRAFTSMANSHIP AND DESIGN, THAT THEY HAVE LED THE •.: f 
WORLD. IN'CERTAIN AREAS, SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS ALREADY BEGINNING j 
'i'O IiO 'Itfl, m UAVj!) AIiWAYO HAD A HIGH $ltaifi OP TECHNICAL 
• U^-l- : f •;> -I -j; KNOW-HOW HERE. WE HAVE GOOD RESEARCH Fi^ dlLITIES E8TABLISIpS) 
jS'.^S it-; i; 'ilr-i'T 
IN MANY AREAS, PARTICULARLY, FOR INSTANCEf' IN'1 AGRICULTURAL i^ Y 
RESEARCH, IN THE MINERAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES, AND IN THE? r \\ ' W '.-ct'l IN8TITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, BUT WE MUST BUILD ON THIS BASIS TO 
ENSURE THAT THERE 18 ADEQUATE APPLIED INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH TO 
MAKE THIS THE CENTRE OF IMPORTANT TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT IN;.;;:.; 
, PAGE 6. • . 
THE COMMONWEAL OH. f'-yi 
IN CONNECTION WITH OUR PROGRAMME FOR FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT, I HAVE ALREADY ANNOUNCED CERTAIN DECISIONS SINCfe -
! 
I TOOK OFFICE A8 PREMIER. I REFER PARTICULARLY TO THE k 
APPOINTMENT OF A DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT. THE l^ATE J 
• f 
18 INDEED FORTUNATE TO HAVE SECURED THE SERVICES OF SUCH AN " ! .j 
OUTSTANDINGLY WELL QUALIFIED AND EXPERIENCED INDUSTRIALIST AS Vf 'l 
MR. DONALD CURRIE WHO WILL TAKE UP THESE IMPORTANT DUTIES NEXT Y H 
MONTH. I HAVE ALSO ANNOUNCED PROPOSALS FOR GOVERNMENT SUPPORT • r FOR AN INDUSTRIAL DESIGN CENTRE IN THIS STATE. THIS, I FEEL •  '!• 
: i SURE, WILL DO MUCH TO ASSIST INDUSTRY TO PROMOTE ITS ACTIVITIES ! 
j f BY HAVING AVAILABLE TO IT THE BEST KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL THAT CAN 1 
BE PROVIDED THROUGH SUCH A CENTRE. I HAVE ALSO ANNOUNCED THAT f • j « " V" I 
THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT WILL SEEK TO PROMOTE ' i ; 
i 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION WHICH ' '.ivi • I' 
WILL ENSURE ADEQUATE APPLIED INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH OF A GENERAL i 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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MATURE AND PROVIDE FACILITIES FOR APPLIED RESEARCH WHICH WII* BE .. 
OF ASSISTANCE TO EXISTING INDUSTRY IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. OVERSEAS.^ 
VISITORS TO THIS COUNTRY HAVE POINTED TO THE WOEFUL LACK OF 
I N D U S T R I A L RESEARCH IN THIS COUNTRY AND THAT INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, 
GENERALLY IS AT A MUCH LOWER LEVEL THAN THAT OF COUNTRIES • JJ.|J| 
COMPARABLY DEVELOPED. WE MUST REMEDY THAT HERE. 
THE PROVING OF NATURAL GAS DEPOSITS IN THE NORTH EAST ,I;|;|J 
OF THE STATE HAS BEEN A FEATURE WHICH I BELIEVE WILL MARK THE ; 4 V 
COMMENCEMENT OP A NEW ERA OP INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY IN SOJTH 
AUSTRALIA. THE GOVERNMENT HAS MADE MUCH PROGRESS IN THE WORK 
NECESSARY TO ENABLE THE USE OF THIS IMPORTANT NATURAL RESOURCE. 
ARRANGEMENTS BENEFICIAL TO THE STATE WERE COMPLETED WITH THE , • ; ' 
COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT BY MY PREDECESSOR TO ENABLE THE PROVISIONS 
OF FINANCE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A PIPELINE TO CONVEY THE 
NATURAL GAS FROM THE FIELD TO THE ADELAIDE' METROPOLITAN AREA.. ' ^ 
A STATUTORY COMMISSION HAS BEEN APPOINTED AND COMMENCED WORK TO 
.W.I . i '.» v ' i i. 'VA'1 
S.-.v. 
•I 
! v- -
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CONSTRUCT THIS PIPELINE. LONG AND DETAILED NEGOTIATIONS HAVE .'1.,; 
I. 
BEEN CARRIED OUT WITH THE PRODUCERS. THOSE NEGOTIATIONS ARE .. I ., 
PRACTICALLY COMPLETED AND I ANTICIPATE THAT WITHIN A VERY SHORT 'J-
TIME INDEED I WILL BE ABLE TO ANNOUNCE THE COMPLETION OF A * 
' • «j 
CONTRACT WHICH WILL ENSURE THE PROVISION OF NATURAL GAS AS A FUEL T 
U 
TO THE ELECTRICITY TRUST AT A PRICE BETTER THAN THAT OF FUEL OIL. j 
THIS WILL ENSURE THE MAINTENANCE OF CHEAP ELECTRICITY IN SOUTH "1 
AUSTRALIA AND AT THE SAME TIME PROVIDE FOR THE PIPELINE, THE MAJOR 
; I 
USER NEEDED TO ENSURE THAT THE PIPELINE PROJECT IS ECONOMICALLY ; 
VIABLE IN ITS EARLY STAGES. THIS WILL MEAN THAT WE WILL BE ABLE. 
TO HAVE NATURAL GAS IN ADELAIDE AVAILABLE FOR INDUSTRIAL USERS ; • 
• I 
BY MID 1969, AND AT A PRICE SIGNIFICANTLY LOWER THAN THE PRICE TO, j 
INDUSTRIAL CONSUMERS: WHICH WILL BE CHARGED IN VICTORIA FOR 
NATURAL GA8. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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APART FROM THE IMPORTANT ASPECT OF PROVIDING A LOCAL SOURCE OF . {J^ 
FUEL FOR POWER PRODUCTION IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, THIS NATURAL GAS 
WILL PROVIDE ,THE RAW MATERIALS FOR ADDITIONAL INDUSTRIES WHICH 
WITHOUT NATURAL GAS 80UTH AUSTRALIA COULD NOT HAVE CONTEMPLATED. . 
OVERSEAS ORGANIZATIONS HAVE ALREADY SHOWN AN ACTIVE INTEREST IN J 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW ENTERPRISES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA BASED ON , 
THE UTILIZATION OF NATURAL GAS>N ; 
I MENTIONED EARLIER THE STABILITY WHICH THE STATE V a 
ENJOYS AS A RESULT OF OUR BALANCED ECONOMY. ' ;HOWEVER, STABILITY .. 
IS ATTAINED: NOT ONLY THROUGH THE ECONOMY BUT BECAUSE OF A NUMBER 
OF FACTORS WHICH ^ RE OF PARTICULAR INTEREST A|P IMPORTANCE TO •;•/ 
INVESTORS AND INDUSTRIALISTS ANXIOUS TO PROMQP THEIR OWN 
. . . . 1 1 '.'J. 
PARTICULAR ENTERPRISE. 
THE EXCELLENT EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIP WHICH .; 
I 4 ' 
EXISTS; IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS SOMETHING OF WHICH THE STATE CAN BE 
/ PAGE 10. > 
JUSTLY PROUD. I PAY A TRIBUTE TODAY TO THIS ENLIGHTENED 
OUTLOOK OF BOTH MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATIONS WORKING 
IN CO-OPERATION WITH A PROGRESSIVE GOVERNMENT. BECAUSE OF 
THIS, SOUTH AUSTRALIA HAS A REMARKABLE RECORD IN RELATION TO 
TIME LOST THROUGH INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES. IN FACT, IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA, DURING 19^6, 8IXTY-0NE DAYS PER 1 ,000. CIVILIAN 
EMPLOYEES WERE LOST DUE TO DISPUTES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA COMPARED ! 
WITH 276 DAYS IN NEW SOUTH WALES AND AN AUSTRALIAN AVERAGE OF 
196 DAYS. ILLUSTRATED IN ANOTHER WAY, SOUTH AUSTRALIA SUFFERED 
THE SMALL PERCENTAGE OF 2.85 OF THE AUSTRALIAN TOTAL OF MAN DAYS' 
LOST THROUGH INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES DURING 1966. THIS IS AN 
ACHIEVEMENT OF WHICH THE GOVERNMENT IS VERY PROUD AND OF WHICH 
MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEE ORGANISATIONS ALIKE CAN FEEL JUSTLY 
•PROUD. IT IS EVIDENCE OF THE FACT THAT SOUTH AUSTRALIANS IN 
ALL WALKS OF LIFE ARE DETERMINED TO GET ON WITH THE JOB, NOT 
MERELY TO PROMOTE THEIR OWN SECTIONAL INTERESTS,AND TO JOIN WITH 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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THE GOVERNMENT IN THE DEVELOPMENT OP THE STATE. . 
I POINT OUT, HOY/EVER, THAT INDUSTRIAL STABILITY HAS j 
ONLY BEEN MAINTAINED BECAUSE WORKING PEOPLE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
FOR LONG DEPRIVED OF BENEFITS AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE, HAVE BEEN ABLE ^  7 
TO GET MARGINAL IMPROVEMENTS IN THEIR CONDITIONS IN THE LAST TWO :j, 
YEARS WHICH HAVE LED TO THEIR BEING SATISFIED WI.TH THE GENERAL 
CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH THEY ARE WORKING. WHILE IT IS IMPORTANT ' •! 
FOR US TO MAINTAIN A LOW-COST STRUCTURE, IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO : 
SEE. THAT THE WORK FORCE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS SATISFIED AND STABLE, . 
UNDER CONDITIONS Y/HICH ARE REASONABLE AND COMPARABLE WITH THOSE 
ELSEWHERE IN THE COUNTRY. 
ANOTHER IMPORTANT FEATURE WHICH WILL ASSIST OUR FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT IS THE FACT THAT CONTRARY TO STATEMENTS MADE FROM TIME • 
.  TO TIME IN VARIOUS PLACES, THE GOVERNMENT OF THIS STATE HAS 
MAINTAINED A LOV/-COST STRUCTURE WITHIN THE STATE. "IT IS TRUE ; 
THAT IN SOME INSTANCES THE GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN FORCED BY THE -.l 
PAGE 12. : ; ! 
• i. 
COMMONWEAI/TH GOVERNMENT'S ATTITUDE TO COMMONWEALTH/STATE FINANCIAL '/.i 
RELATIONS, TO MAKE INCREASES IN CHARGES. ALL STATE GOVERNMENTS Q 
HAVE BEEN FORCED INTO THIS POSITION. BUT LET ME MAKE IT 
' PERFECTLY CLEAR THAT THE INCREASED CHARGES THAT HAVE BEEN MADE IN • 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA OVER THE LAST TWO AND A QUARTER YEARS ARE LOWER 1 
THAN GOVERNMENTS IN THE OTHER STATES OF AUSTRALIA HAVE FOUND IT / j 
NECESSARY TO IMPOSE ON THEIR CITIZENS. BECAUSE OF THIS, AND . J 
FORWARD PLANNING BY THE GOVERNMENT AND ITS INSTRUMENTALITIES, j 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS ABLE TO OFFER FULLY SERVICED INDUSTRIAL SITES ^ 
AT PRICES MUCH LOWER THAN SIMILAR SITES IN OUR NEIGHBOURING STATES.' 
OUR BUILDING INDUSTRY HAS ALSO BEEN BUILT UP ON A BASIS OF 
EFFICIENCY WHICH ENABLES THE STATE TO ENJOY A RELATIVELY LOWER 
BUILDING COST FOR QUALITY STRUCTURES. IN THE RESULT, WE ARE ABLE 
TO O F F E R - T H E INDUSTRIES SEEKING TO ESTABLISH IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA ' * ; 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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LOWER ESTABLISHMENT COSTS THAN ELSEWHERE AND LOWER RUNNING COSTS 
THAN ELSEWHERE. 
AS PREMIER OP THE STATE, I PERSONALLY HAVE ACCEPTED 
THE RESPONSIBILITY OP ADMINISTERING THE ACTIVITIES OP THE . 
GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROMOTION OP INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT. ; 
THE GOVERNMENT HAS A POLICY OP, ASSISTANCE TO INDUSTRY IN VARIOUS : 
WAYS. WITH THE GOVERNMENT'S FORWARD PLANNING IN CO-OPERATION 
WITH THE INSTRUMENTALITIES. RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PROVISION OF 
ELECTRICITY AN%£AS, WE CAN ASSURE ANY ENTERPRISE CONTEMPLATING | 
ESTABLISHMENT.;IN;SOUTH AUSTRALIA THAT THE PR|F#|ION OF ESSENTIAL | 
SERVICES SUCH^-WATER, SEWERAGE, RAILWAYS AND ROADS, . POWER AND | :V & 
5 GAS. CAN BE READILY MADE AVAILABLE TO THEM. :.Y! ' ' 'i 
THE GOVERNMENT, THROUGH THE ACTIVITIES OF THE SOUT|V 
• 1 
AUSTRALIAN HOUSING TRUST, WILL CONTINUE T0^ ENSURE HOUSING FOR AN -
EXPANDING WORK FORCE, THIS, IN MY OPINION, WILL CONTINUE TO BE AN 
J 
PAGE 14. 
IMPORTANT FACTOR IN DEVELOPING INDUSTRY IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AND 
IS ONE REASON WHY I UNDERTOOK THE PORTFOLIO OF MINISTER OF '„T; | 
HOUSING IN CONJUNCTION WITH MY RESPONSIBILITIES AS PREMIER. F 
THE GOVERNMENT RECOGNIZED THE IMPORTANT PART THAT 
TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROVIDES IN THE ATTRACTION OF 
INDUSTRY TO THE STATE. MY COLLEAGUE, THE MINISTER OF EDUCATION, 
AND I, TOGETHER WITH OTHER MEMBERS OF THE CABINET, HAVE DEVOTED 
MUCH TIME AND THOUGHT TO ENSURE THE PROVISION OF ADEQUATE 
FACILITIES FOR- TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING. THE STATE' S . 
TWO UNIVERSITIES AND ITS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY ARE OF A 
STANDARD WHICH COMPARES MORE THAN FAVOURABLY WITH SIMILAR 
INSTITUTIONS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. IN FACT OUR PROVISIONS . ; 0 
K)R THE TRAINING OP APPRENTICES ARE UNEQUALLED IN AUSTRALIA. 
I CAN ASSURE YOU- THAT THE GOVERNMENT WILL TAKE ALL POSSIBLE STEPS; ; 
. TO MAINTAIN THIS HIGH STANDING SO THAT THE EMPLOYEES IN SOUTH ^ : 
AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY CAN PROVIDE A STANDARD OF SKILL AND WORKMANSHIP 
t , L '< 
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I 
WHICH WILL MEASURE UP TO WORLD REQUIREMENTS. 
IN SPEAKING OP INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, UNFORTUNATELY 
IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO GIVE DETAILS OF NEGOTIATIONS TAKING PLACE ., jjjl 
WITH THE GOVERNMENT. NATURALLY THESE NEGOTIATIONS CONCERN 
THE PRIVATE BUSINESS OF THE COMPANIES CONCERNED, AND FOR THAT 
REASON IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR'ME TO GIVE YOU DETAILED INFORMATION 
. . "I 
OF INDUSTRIES THAT ARE LIKELY TO ESTABLISH IN SOJTH AUSTRALIA .; :' ]•;•;. 
•; • -KH IN THE NEAR FUTURE. WITHOUT BREACHING ANY CONFIDENCE, HOWEVER, j i't: 
• >' A . 
I CAN SAY THAT THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT HAS IN HAND CERTAIN ' i 
NEGOTIATIONS WHICH IF CARRIED TO A SUCCESSFUL CONCLUSION WILL BE ? | || 
OF VITAL IMPORTANCE TO OUR FUTURE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, ' AS 
PREMIER OF THE STATE, I DO NOT PROPOSE EVER TO MAKE DETAILED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS OF INDUSTRIES: WHICH MIGHT ESTABLISH IN THE STATE, ; 
* • I BUT WILL ONLY DO SO WHEN FIRM DECISIONS'HAVE BEEN REACHED BY THE ' X } 
• i * ENTERPRISES CONCERNED1 AND PLANS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED TO SET UP . i'; 
" •,!.• 
PRODUCTION WITHIN THE STATE. ' ' i ; 
TV;! 
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' ; if ! I . ' 
SINCE THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT WAS ESTABLISHED, IT HAS," i f; 
HOWEVER, HAD THE SATISFACTION OF COMPLETING NEGOTIATIONS FOR j 
SUCH IMPORTANT PROJECT8 AS THE MULTI MILLION DOLLAR UNDERTAKING i V 
^ :~Si'H 
OF CHRYSLER AUSTRALIA LIMITED WHICH IS BEING FINANCED BY CAPITAL, L 
FROM THE COMPANY'S ACTIVITIES IN AMERICA, - (A CLEAR INDICATION ; 
OF THE CONFIDENCE OF THE AMERICAN INDUSTRIALISTS CONCERNED IN THE ; 
FUTURE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA) - THE NEW FACTORY OF HILLS INDUSTRIES : 
LIMITED AT 0'SULLIVAN BEACH WHICH I RECENTLY HAD THE HONOUR TO ! ! 
' . K 
OPEN; THE FACTORY OF COMALCO INDUSTRIES PTY. LIMITED AT MILE END,' 
AND A NUMBER OF OTHER ACTIVITIES 'THOUGH SMALLER IN MAGNITUDE •';.•% 
BUT NEVERTHELESS IMPORTANT IN OUR'INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE 
I 
STATE. a j 
THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT HAS ALWAYS ACTED IN CLOSE 'V M 
CO-OPERATION WITH THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN HOUSING TRUST. THAT . '5 ::, j 
CO-OPERATION 18 OF VITAL IMPORTANCE IN OUR PROMOTIONAL PLANS. X\ 
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THE GOVERNMENT RECENTLY MADE ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE GENERAL MANAGER I 
OP THE TRUST, MR. RAMSAY, TO MAKE A VISIT OVERSEAS TO ENABLE HIM j : 
TO UNDERTAKE PERSONAL NEGOTIATIONS WITH MANY OVERSEAS ORGANIZA-
\ ' -V.- t TIONS WHICH\HAVE SHOWN AN INTEREST IN ESTABLISHING ACTIVITIES IN ; : 
THIS STATE. V I AM PLEASED TO SAY TODAY THAT I HAVE HAD INTERIM '. 
REPORTS PROM! MR. RAMSAY TO THE EFFECT THAT HE HAS HAD DETAILED ;. 
DISCUSSIONS WITH A NUMBER OF OVERSEAS ENTERPRISES AND THESE j •' 
DISCUSSIONS MAY WEIL LEAD TO FINAL DECISIONS TO ESTABLISH MANU- • 
FACTURING ACTIVITIES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. / APART FROM A SPECIFIC 
1* 
OVERSEAS VISITiBY AN INDIVIDUAL OFFICER, THE GOVERNMENT IS j,.' 
FORTUNATE IN HAVING A VERY ACTIVE AGENT-GENERAL FOR SOUTH 
• 1 - ' •. 
AUSTRALIA IN LONDON. MANY OF YOU PRESENT TODAY KNOW HIM 
PERSONALLY AND ADMIRE BOTH HIS ENERGY AND ABILITY. APART PROM '/' 
INTENSIVE PROMOTIONAL WORK IN THE UNITED; KINGDOM, MR. MILNE HAS ' 
—•f
 1 
MADE A NUMBER OF VISITS TO EUROPEAN COUNTRIES WITH THE OBJECT OF..;. : 
PAGE 18. 
ATTRACTING INDUSTRY TO THE STATE. THE GOVERNMENT HAS 
RE-ORGANIZED THE STAFFING OF THE AGENT-GENERAL1S OFFICE, AS A 
RESULT OF WHICH A SENIOR OFFICER DEVOTES HIS FULL TIME TOWARDS J 
PROMOTIONAL WORK OF THIS NATURE. 
MR. PRE8IDENT : I HAVE TOLD YOU IN GENERAL TERMS OF THE 
GOVERNMENT'S WORK FOR THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE. 
AS PREMIER OF THE STATE AND THE MINISTER PERSONALLY ADMINISTERING'] ^ 
THE GOVERNMENT'S ACTIVITIES IN INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION, I GIVE YOU ! : 
AN ASSURANCE TODAY THAT EVERY EFFORT WILL BE CONTINUED TO PROMOTE 1 l:' 
THE RAPID GROWTH OF INDUSTRY WITHIN THE STATE. THIS CONTINUED 
GROWTH CAN, HOWEVER, ONLY BE ACHIEVED WITH THE GOODWILL AND 
CO-OPERATION OF PRIVATE ENTERPRISE. ' I AM HAPPY TO SAY THAT 
SINCE THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT WAS ESTABLISHED, THE OFFICERS' 
ENGAGED. ON INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION HAVE FORMED VERY HARMONIOUS 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE NOT ONLY IN SOUTH 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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AUSTRALIA BUT WITH THE MANAGEMENT OP ENTERPRISES BOTH INTERSTATE | ( 
AND OVERSEAS, WITH WHOM. THEY HAVE NEGOTIATED. THESE GOOD • ^ jl f 
RELATIONSHIPS AND THE INCREASED ACTIVITY WHICH THE GOVERNMENT .ril 
PLANS POR INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION WILL, I AM SURE, RESULT IN A \ 
SUCCESSFUL PERIOD OF DEVELOPMENT IN THE YEARS AHEAD. 'f I. 
\\ ' • f-V. 
I PLEDGE THE GOVERNMENT'S SUPPORT IN EVERY PRACTICABLE! '$'1 
WAY TO ENSURE CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT, AND I SEEK THE CO-OPERATION • 
. • ?.•.-¥• • OF INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE IN THIS STATE WITH THE GOVERNMENT TO 'V11: .' 7,' "i' ij 
ENSURE RAPID DEVELOPMENT TO THE BENEFIT OF THE WHOLE STATE ' ^o 
AND ITS CITIZENS. 
- "'1 . it 
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ADDRESS BY THE HON. THE PREMIER, MR. D.A. DUNSTAN, Q.C., M.P. AT THE COMMONWEALTH CLUB LUNCHEON, 27TH JULY, 1967. 
MR. PRESIDENT, ETC. : 
FIRST OF ALL, I WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS MY THANKS TO THE 
COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF ADELAIDE FOR THE HONOUR THEY HAVE DONE ME 
IN INVITING ME TO BE GUEST SPEAKER AT THIS LUNCHEON. I 
RECOGNIZE THAT THE GENERAL POLICY OF THE CLUB IS TO HAVE EMINENT 
VISITORS TO THE STATE AS GUEST SPEAKERS, 'AND I VERY MUCH APPRE-
CIATE THE COURTESY. OF THE CLUB IN INVITING ME, AS A SOUTH 
AUSTRALIAN, TO BE GUEST SPEAKER ON THIS OCCASION. 
THIS AFTERNOON I WANT TO SPEAK TO YOU ABOUT FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. WE ALL KNOW THAT SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA DEVELOPED AS A STATE WHOSE ECONOMY WAS LARGELY BASED 
ON PRIMARY PRODUCTION. FROM THE EARLIEST DAYS, HOWEVER, SOME 
SKILLED ARTISANS WERE HERE AND THE STATE WAS ABLE TO PROVIDE A 
SMALL AMOUNT OF SECONDARY INDUSTRY OF A HIGHLY RTCTT.T.TiTO NATURE. 
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SINGE THE WAR YEARS, WHEN WE GOT A BOOST TO OUR SECONDARY 
INDUSTRY PRODUCTION THROUGH THE PLACING OF LARGE MUNITIONS 
PLANTS HERE, A RAPID CHANGE HAS TAKEN PLACE, AND TODAY THE VALUE 
OF SECONDARY PRODUCTION CONSIDERABLY EXCEEDS THAT OF PRIMARY 
PRODUCTION IN THE STATE. THIS PROVIDES FOR A GREATER STABILITY 
IN OUR ECONOMY, AND IT IS CLEAR THAT MUCH OF THE FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THIS STATE MUST BE BASED ON SECONDARY INDUSTRY. 
UNLIKE SOME OF THE OTHER STATES, IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA WE NO LONGER 
HAVE LARGE AREAS OF LAND AVAILABLE WHICH ARE SUITABLE FOR FURTHER 
PRIMARY PRODUCTION. WHILST THE GOVERNMENT WILL MAKE EVERY 
EFFORT THROUGH THE SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE TO CONTINUALLY RAISE THE OUTPUT OF PRIMARY PRODUCTION 
THROUGH ADVANCED METHODS OF LAND HUSBANDRY, THE LAND AVAILABLE 
FOR FURTHER PRIMARY PRODUCTION IS LIMITED. 
FOR SOME TIME NOW, THE STATE HAS MADE RAPID DEVELOPMENT 
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IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OP INDUSTRY EQUAL TO ABOUT THE AVERAGE 
RATE OP GROWTH IN AUSTRALIA OVER THE PERIOD SINCE THE WAR. 
HOWEVER, THE SECONDARY INDUSTRY GROWTH HAS MAINLY BEEN IN THE 
PRODUCTION OP CONSUMER DURABLES, PARTICULARLY MOTOR CARS AND 
HOME APPLIANCES, AND AS OUR ECONOMY RELIES VERY HEAVILY UPON 
SECONDARY INDUSTRY PRODUCTION IN THESE AREAS, IT IS VULNERABLE 
TO FLUCTUATIONS IN THE GENERAL STATE OF THE ECONOMY IN THE 
EASTERN STATES SINCE THE MAJORITY OF PRODUCTION IN CONSUMER 
DURABLES FINDS ITS MARKET IN THE EASTERN STATES AND IS NOT 
EXPORTED OVERSEAS. 
DURING THE PERIOD OF THE LATE 1950*8 AND THE EARLY 
YEARS OF THIS DECADE, ALL OTHER STATES IN AUSTRALIA RECOGNIZING 
THE NEED TO COMPETE FOR INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT, SET UP 
FULLY STAFFED INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENTS SO THAT FEASIBLE 
PROJECTS FOR DEVELOPMENT IN THEIR STATES COULD BE SOLD TO 
INVESTORS WHO WOULD BE ATTRACTED) TO PROVIDE TECHNOLOGICAL 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE STATE. THIS DID NOT HAPPEN IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA, AND WHEN THE LABOR GOVERNMENT TOOK OFFICE, POR THE 
FIRST TIME THERE WAS CREATED) A DEPARTMENT SPECIFICALLY CONCERNED 
WITH DEVELOPMENT. IT WAS IMPORTANT THAT WE DID NOT ALLOW TO 
TAKE PLACE WHAT HAD PREVIOUSLY OCCURRED ON SOME OCCASIONS, THAT 
PROPOSALS FOR LARGE-SCALE SCHEMES OF DEVELOPMENT HAD BEEN 
INADEQUATELY RESEARCHED AND CONSEQUENTLY FAILED TO MATERIALIZE. 
WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA, WE ARE 
IDEALLY SITUATED, BECAUSE OF OUR CENTRAL LOCATION IN THE 
COMMONWEALTH, TO SEWE THE FUTURE NATIONAL MARKET BOTH EAST AND 
WEST, AND THEREFORE THE GOVERNMENT WILL PROMOTE THE STATE AS ONE 
WHICH MUST BE OF VITAL INTEREST TO AUSTRALIA'S COMMERCIAL AND 
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENTS IN THEIR FUTURE EXPANSION. 
IT WILL BE IMPORTANT THAT WE DIVERSIFY SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
INDUSTRY SO THAT WE ARE NOT IN FUTURE AS VULNERABLE TO EASTERN 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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STATE& MARKETS FLUCTUATIONS AS WE NOW ARE, AND IT IS IMPORTANT 
FOR OUR DEVELOPMENT THAT WE HAVE A CONCENTRATION IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA OF THE SKILL INDUSTRIES. THIS IS A STATE WHICH IS 
IDEALLY SITUATED TO THE KIND OF TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT AND 
CONSEQUENT EXPORT PRODUCTION WHICH HAS BEEN THE PATTERN IN 
CERTAIN COUNTRIES IN EUROPE AND THE MEDITERRANEAN, PARTICULARLY, 
FOR INSTANCE, SWEDEN, SWITZERLAND AND ISRAEL, WHO, WITH LIMITED 
NATURAL RESOURCES, HAVE NEVERTHELESS PROVIDED PRODUCTS OF SUCH 
HIGH QUALITY, CRAFTSMANSHIP AND DESIGN, THAT THEY HAVE LED THE 
WORLD. IN CERTAIN AREAS, SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS ALREADY BEGINNING 
TO DO THIS. WE HAVE ALWAYS HAD A HIGH DEGREE OF TECHNICAL 
KNOW-HOW HERE. WE HAVE GOOD RESEARCH FACILITIES ESTABLISHED 
IN MANY AREAS, PARTICULARLY, FOR INSTANCE, IN AGRICULTURAL 
RESEARCH, IN THE MINERAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES, AND IN THE 
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, BUT WE MUST BUILD ON THIS BASIS TO 
ENSURE THAT THERE IS ADEQUATE APPLIED INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH TO 
MAKE THIS THE CENTRE OF IMPORTANT TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT IN Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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THE COMMONWEALTH. 
IN CONNECTION WITH OUR PROGRAMME FOR FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT, I HAVE ALREADY ANNOUNCED CERTAIN DECISIONS SINCE 
I TOOK OFFICE AS PREMIER. I REFER PARTICULARLY TO THE 
APPOINTMENT OF A DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT. THE STATE 
IS INDEED FORTUNATE TO HAVE SECURED THE SERVICES OF SUCH AN 
OUTSTANDINGLY WELL QUALIFIED AND EXPERIENCED INDUSTRIALIST AS 
MR. DONALD CURRIE WHO WILL TAKE UP THESE IMPORTANT DUTIES NEXT 
MONTH. I HAVE ALSO ANNOUNCED PROPOSALS FOR GOVERNMENT SUPPORT 
FOR AN INDUSTRIAL DESIGN CENTRE IN THIS STATE. THIS, I FEEL 
SURE, WILL DO MUCH TO ASSIST INDUSTRY TO PROMOTE ITS ACTIVITIES 
BY HAVING AVAILABLE TO IT THE BEST KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL THAT CAN 
BE PROVIDED THROUGH SUCH A CENTRE. I HAVE ALSO ANNOUNCED THAT 
THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT WILL SEEK TO PROMOTE 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION WHICH 
WILL ENSURE ADEQUATE APPLIED INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH OF A GENERAL 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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NATURE AND PROVIDE FACILITIES FOR APPLIED RESEARCH WHICH WILL BE 
OF ASSISTANCE TO EXISTING INDUSTRY IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. OVERSEAS 
VISITORS TO THIS COUNTRY HAVE POINTED TO THE WOEFUL LACK OF 
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH IN THIS COUNTRY AND THAT INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 
GENERALLY IS AT A MUCH LOWER LEVEL THAN THAT OF COUNTRIES 
COMPARABLY DEVELOPED. WE MUST REMEDY THAT HERE. 
THE PROVING OF NATURAL GAS DEPOSITS IN THE NORTH EAST 
OF THE STATE HAS BEEN A FEATURE. WHICH I BELIEVE WILL MARK THE 
COMMENCEMENT OF A NEW ERA OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA. THE GOVERNMENT HAS MADE MUCH PROGRESS: IN THE WORK 
NECESSARY TO ENABLE THE USE OF THIS IMPORTANT NATURAL RESOURCE. 
ARRANGEMENTS BENEFICIAL TO THE STATE WERE COMPLETED WITH THE 
COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT BY MY PREDECESSOR TO ENABLE THE PROVISION 
OF FINANCE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A PIPELINE TO CONVItf" THE ' 
NATURAL GAS FROM THE FIELD TO THE ADELAIDE' METROPOLI TAN AREA. 
A STATUTORY COMMISSION HAS BEEN APPOINTED AND COMMENCED WORK TO 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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CONSTRUCT THIS PIPELINE. LONG AND DETAILED NEGOTIATIONS HAVE 
BEEN CARRIED1 OUT WITH THE PRODUCERS. THOSE NEGOTIATIONS ARE 
PRACTICALLY COMPLETED AND I ANTICIPATE THAT WITHIN A VERY SHORT 
TIME INDEED I WILL BE ABLE TO ANNOUNCE THE COMPLETION OP A 
CONTRACT WHICH WILL ENSURE THE PROVISION OP NATURAL GAS AS A FUEL 
TO THE ELECTRICITY TRUST AT A PRICE BETTER THAN THAT OP FUEL OIL. 
THIS WILL ENSURE THE MAINTENANCE OF CHEAP ELECTRICITY IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA AND AT THE SAME TIME PROVIDE FOR THE PIPELINE, THE MAJOR 
USER NEEDED TO ENSURE THAT THE PIPELINE PROJECT IS ECONOMICALLY 
VIABLE IN ITS EARLY STAGES. THIS WILL MEAN THAT WE WILL BE ABLE 
TO HAVE NATURAL GAS IN ADELAIDE AVAILABLE FOR INDUSTRIAL USERS 
BY MID 1969, AND AT A PRICE SIGNIFICANTLY LOWER THAN THE PRICE TO 
INDUSTRIAL CONSUMERS' WHICH WILL BE CHARGED IN VICTORIA FOR 
NATURAL GAS. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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APART PROM"THE IMPORTANT ASPECT OP PROVIDING A LOCAL SOURCE OP 
FUEL FOR POWER PRODUCTION IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, THIS NATURAL GAS 
WILL PROVIDE THE RAW MATERIALS FOR ADDITIONAL INDUSTRIES WHICH 
WITHOUT NATURAL GAS: SOUTH AUSTRALIA COULD NOT HAVE CONTEMPLATED. 
OVERSEAS ORGANIZATIONS HAVE ALREADY SHOWN AN ACTIVE INTEREST IN 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW ENTERPRISES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA BASED ON 
THE UTILIZATION OF NATURAL GAS. 
I MENTIONED EARLIER THE STABILITY WHICH THE STATE 
ENJOYS AS A RESULT OF OUR BALANCED ECONOMY. HOWEVER, STABILITY 
IS ATTAINED) NOT ONLY THROUGH THE ECONOMY BUT BECAUSE OF A NUMBER 
OF FACTORS, WHICH ARE OF PARTICULAR INTEREST AND IMPORTANCE TO 
INVESTORS AND INDUSTRIALISTS ANXIOUS TO PROMOTE THEIR OWN 
PARTICULAR ENTERPRISE. 
THE EXCELLENT EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIP WHICH 
EXISTS' IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS SOMETHING OF WHICH THE STATE CAN BE 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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JUSTLY PROUD. I PAY A TRIBUTE TODAY TO THE ENLIGHTENED) 
OUTLOOK OP BOTH MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATIONS WORKING 
IN CO-OPERATION WITH A PROGRESSIVE GOVERNMENT. BECAUSE OP 
THIS, SOUTH AUSTRALIA HAS A REMARKABLE RECORD IN RELATION TO 
TIME LOST THROUGH INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES. IN PACT, IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA, DURING 1966, SIXTY-ONE DAYS PER 1,000 CIVILIAN 
EMPLOYEES WERE LOST DUE TO DISPUTES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA COMPARED 
WITH 276 DAYS IN NEW SOUTH WALES AND AN AUSTRALIAN AVERAGE OP 
196 DAYS. ILLUSTRATED IN ANOTHER WAY, SOUTH AUSTRALIA SUFFERED 
THE SMALL PERCENTAGE OF 2.85 OF THE AUSTRALIAN TOTAL OF MAN DAYS 
LOST THROUGH INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES: DURING 1966. THIS IS AN 
ACHIEVEMENT OF WHICH THE GOVERNMENT IS VERY PROUD AND OF WHICH 
MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEE ORGANISATIONS ALIKE CAN FEEL JUSTLY ' 
PROUD. IT IS EVIDENCE OF THE FACT THAT SOUTH AUSTRALIANS IN 
ALL WALKS OF LIFE ARE DETERMINED TO GET1 ON WITH THE JOB, NOT' 
MERELY TO PROMOTE THEIR OWN SECTIONAL INTERESTS,AND TO JOIN WITH 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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THE GOVERNMENT IN THE DEVELOPMENT OP THE STATE. 
I POINT OUT, HOfffiVER, THAT INDUSTRIAL STABILITY HAS 
ONLY BEEN MAINTAINED BECAUSE WORKING PEOPLE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
FOR LONG DEPRIVED OP BENEFITS AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE, HAVE BEEN ABLE 
TO GET MARGINAL IMPROVEMENTS IN THEIR CONDITIONS IN THE LAST TWO 
YEARS WHICH HAVE LED TO THEIR BEING SATISFIED WITH THE GENERAL 
CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH THEY ARE WORKING. WHILE IT IS IMPORTANT 
FOR US TO MAINTAIN A LOW-COST STRUCTURE, IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO 
SEE. THAT THE WORK FORCE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS SATISFIED AND STABLE, 
UNDER CONDITIONS WHICH ARE REASONABLE AND COMPARABLE WITH THOSE 
ELSEWHERE IN THE COUNTRY. 
ANOTHER IMPORTANT FEATURE WHICH WILL ASSIST OUR FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT IS THE FACT THAT CONTRARY TO STATEMENTS MADE FROM TIME 
TO TIME IN VARIOUS PLACES, THE GOVERNMENT OP THIS STATE HAS 
MAINTAINED A LOW-COST STRUCTURE WITHIN THE STATE. IT IS TRUE 
THAT IN SOME INSTANCES THE GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN FORCED:- BY THE 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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COMMONWEAI/TH GOVERNMENT'S ATTITUDE TO COMMONWEALTH/STATE FINANCIAL 
RELATIONS, TO MAKE INCREASES IN CHARGES. ALL STATE GOVERNMENTS 
HAVE BEEN FORCED INTO THIS POSITION. BUT LET ME MAKE IT 
PERFECTLY CLEAR THAT THE INCREASED CHARGES THAT HAVE BEEN MADE IN 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA OVER THE LAST TWO AND A QUARTER YEARS ARE LOWER 
THAN GOVERNMENTS IN THE OTHER STATES OF AUSTRALIA HAVE FOUND IT 
NECESSARY TO IMPOSE ON THEIR CITIZENS. BECAUSE OF THIS, AND 
FORWARD PLANNING BY THE GOVERNMENT AND ITS INSTRUMENTALITIES, 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS ABLE TO OFFER FULLY SERVICED INDUSTRIAL SITES 
AT PRICES MUCH LOWER THAN SIMILAR SITES IN OUR NEIGHBOURING STATES. 
OUR BUILDING INDUSTRY HAS ALSO BEEN BUILT UP ON A BASIS OF 
EFFICIENCY WHICH ENABLES THE STATE TO ENJOY A RELATIVELY LOWER 
BUILDING COST FOR QUALITY STRUCTURES. iN THE RESULT, WE ARE ABLE 
TO OFFER THE INDUSTRIES SEEKING TO ESTABLISH IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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LOWER ESTABLISHMENT COSTS THAN ELSEWHERE AND LOWER RUNNING COSTS 
THAN ELSEWHERE. 
AS PREMIER OP THE STATE, I PERSONALLY HAVE ACCEPTED 
THE RESPONSIBILITY OP ADMINISTERING THE ACTIVITIES OP THE 
GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROMOTION OP INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT. 
THE GOVERNMENT HAS A POLICY OP ASSISTANCE TO INDUSTRY IN VARIOUS 
WAYS. WITH THE GOVERNMENT'S FORWARD PLANNING IN CO-OPERATION 
WITH THE INSTRUMENTALITIES RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PROVISION OF 
ELECTRICITY AND GAS, WE CAN ASSURE ANY ENTERPRISE CONTEMPLATING 
ESTABLISHMENT IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA THAT THE PROVISION OF ESSENTIAL 
SERVICES SUCH AS WATER, SEWERAGE, RAILWAYS AND ROADS, POWER AND 
GAS, CAN BE READILY MADE AVAILABLE TO THEM. 
THE GOVERNMENT, THROUGH THE ACTIVITIES OF THE SOUTH 
AUSTRALIAN HOUSING TRUST, WILL CONTINUE TO ENSURE HOUSING FOR AN 
EXPANDING WORK FORCE. THIS, IN MY OPINION, WILL CONTINUE TO BE AN 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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IMPORTANT FACTOR IN DEVELOPING INDUSTRY IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AND 
IS ONE REASON WHY I UNDERTOOK THE PORTFOLIO OF MINISTER OF 
HOUSING IN CONJUNCTION WITH MY RESPONSIBILITIES AS PREMIER. 
THE GOVERNMENT RECOGNIZED THE IMPORTANT PART THAT 
TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROVIDES IN THE ATTRACTION OF 
INDUSTRY TO THE STATE. MY COLLEAGUE, THE MINISTER OF EDUCATION, 
AND I, TOGETHER WITH OTHER MEMBERS OF THE CABINET, HAVE DEVOTEE 
MUCH TIME AND THOUGHT. TO ENSURE THE PROVISION OF ADEQUATE ' " 
FACILITIES FOR TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING. THE STATE'S 
TWO UNIVERSITIES AND ITS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY ARE OF A ~ 
STANDARD WHICH COMPARES MORE THAN FAVOURABLY WITH SIMILAR 
INSTITUTIONS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. IN FACT OUR PROVISIONS 
FOR THE TRAINING OF APPRENTICES ARE UNEQUALLED IN AUSTRALIA. 
I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT THE GOVERNMENT WILL TAKE ALL POSSIBLE STEPS 
TO MAINTAIN THIS HIGH STANDING SO THAT THE EMPLOYEES IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY CAN PROVIDE A STANDARD OF SKILL AND WORKMANSHIP 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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WHICH WILL MEASURE UP TO WORLD REQUIREMENTS. 
IN SPEAKING OP INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, UNFORTUNATELY 
IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO GIVE DETAILS OF NEGOTIATIONS TAKING PLACE 
WITH THE GOVERNMENT. NATURALLY THESE NEGOTIATIONS CONCERN 
THE PRIVATE BUSINESS OF THE COMPANIES CONCERNED, AND FOR THAT 
REASON IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME TO GIVE YOU DETAILED INFORMATION 
OF INDUSTRIES THAT ARE LIKELY TO ESTABLISH IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
IN THE NEAR FUTURE. WITHOUT BREACHING ANY CONFIDENCE, HOWEVER, 
I CAN SAY THAT THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT HAS IN HAND CERTAIN 
NEGOTIATIONS WHICH IF CARRIED TO A SUCCESSFUL CONCLUSION WILL BE 
OF VITAL IMPORTANCE TO OUR FUTURE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT. AS 
PREMIER OF THE STATE, I DO NOT PROPOSE EVER TO MAKE DETAILED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS OF INDUSTRIES- WHICH MIGHT ESTABLISH IN THE STATE, 
BUT WILL ONLY DO SO WHEN FIRM DECISIONS HAVE BEEN REACHED BY THE 
ENTERPRISES CONCERNED' AND PLANS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED TO SET UP 
PRODUCTION WITHIN THE STATE; Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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SINCE THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT WAS ESTABLISHED, IT HAS, 
HOWEVER, HAD THE SATISFACTION OF COMPLETING NEGOTIATIONS FOR 
SUCH IMPORTANT PROJECTS AS THE MULTI MILLION DOLLAR UNDERTAKING 
OF CHRYSLER AUSTRALIA LIMITED WHICH IS BEING FINANCED BY CAPITAL 
FROM THE COMPANY'S ACTIVITIES IN AMERICA, - (A CLEAR INDICATION 
OF THE CONFIDENCE OF THE AMERICAN INDUSTRIALISTS CONCERNED IN THE 
FUTURE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA) - THE NEW FACTORY OF HILLS INDUSTRIES 
LIMITED AT 0'SULLIVAN BEACH WHICH I RECENTLY HAD THE HONOUR TO 
OPEN; THE FACTORY OF COMALCO INDUSTRIES PTY. LIMITED AT MILE END, 
AND A NUMBER OF OTHER ACTIVITIES 'THOUGH SMALLER IN MAGNITUDE 
BUT NEVERTHELESS IMPORTANT IN OUR INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES. WITHIN THE 
STATE. 
THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT HAS ALWAYS ACTED IN CLOSE 
CO-OPERATION WITH THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN HOUSING TRUST. THAT 
CO-OPERATION IS OF VITAL IMPORTANCE IN OUR PROMOTIONAL PLANS. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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THE GOVERNMENT RECENTLY MADE ARRANGEMENTS PGR THE GENERAL MANAGER 
OP THE TRUST, MR. RAMSAY, TO MAKE A VISIT OVERSEAS TO ENABLE HIM 
TO UNDERTAKE PERSONAL NEGOTIATIONS WITH MANY OVERSEAS ORGANIZA-
TIONS WHICH HAVE SHOWN AN INTEREST IN ESTABLISHING ACTIVITIES IN 
THIS STATE. I AM PLEASED TO SAY TODAY THAT I HAVE HAD INTERIM 
REPORTS PROM MR. RAMSAY TO THE EFFECT THAT HE HAS HAD DETAILED 
DISCUSSIONS WITH A NUMBER OF OVERSEAS ENTERPRISES AND THESE 
DISCUSSIONS MAY WELL LEAD TO FINAL DECISIONS TO ESTABLISH MANU-
FACTURING ACTIVITIES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. APART FROM A SPECIFIC 
OVERSEAS VISIT BY AN INDIVIDUAL OFFICER, THE GOVERNMENT IS 
FORTUNATE IN HAVING A VERY ACTIVE AGENT-GENERAL FOR SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA IN LONDON. MANY OF YOU PRESENT TODAY KNOW HIM 
PERSONALLY AND ADMIRE BOTH HIS ENERGY AND ABILITY. APART FROM 
INTENSIVE PROMOTIONAL WORK IN THE UNITED KINGDOM, MR. MILNE HAS 
MADE A NUMBER OF VISITS TO EUROPEAN COUNTRIES WITH THE OBJECT OF 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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ATTRACTING INDUSTRY TO THE STATE. THE GOVERNMENT HAS 
RE-ORGANIZED/ THE STAFFING OF THE AGENT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, AS A 
RESULT OF WHICH A SENIOR OFFICER DEVOTES HIS FULL TIME TOWARDS 
PROMOTIONAL WORK OF THIS NATURE. 
MR. PRESIDENT : I HAVE TOLD YOU IN GENERAL TERMS OF THE 
GOVERNMENT'S WORK FOR THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE. 
AS PREMIER OF THE STATE AND THE MINISTER PERSONALLY ADMINISTERING 
THE GOVERNMENT'S ACTIVITIES IN INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION, I GIVE YOU 
AN ASSURANCE TODAY THAT EVERY EFFORT WILL BE CONTINUED TO PROMOTE 
TEIE RAPID GROWTH OF INDUSTRY WITHIN THE STATE. THIS CONTINUED 
GROWTH CAN, HOWEVER, ONLY BE ACHIEVED WITH THE GOODWILL AND 
CO-OPERATION OF PRIVATE ENTERPRISE. I AM HAPPY TO SAY THAT 
SINCE THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT WAS ESTABLISHED, THE OFFICERS 
ENGAGED- ON INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION HAVE FORMED VERY HARMONIOUS 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE NOT ONLY IN SOUTH 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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AUSTRALIA BUT WITH THE MANAGEMENT OP ENTERPRISES BOTH INTERSTATE 
AND OVERSEAS, WITH WHOM, THEY HAVE NEGOTIATED. THESE GOOD 
RELATIONSHIPS AND THE INCREASED ACTIVITY WHICH THE GOVERNMENT 
PLANS FOR INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION WILL, I AM SURE, RESULT IN A 
SUCCESSFUL PERIOD OF DEVELOPMENT IN THE YEARS AHEAD. 
I PLEDGE THE GOVERNMENT'S SUPPORT IN EVERY PRACTICABLE 
WAY TO ENSURE CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT, AND I SEEK THE CO-OPERATION 
OF INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE IN THIS STATE WITH THE GOVERNMENT TO 
ENSURE RAPID DEVELOPMENT TO THE BENEFIT OF THE WHOLE STATE 
AND ITS CITIZENS. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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AOSSiALXA OP.THS SKILL XOTJSTRX££o S22S .28 A STA© OTXGH X8 
XSIaALLY DIMMEST© THE EX1D OF TEGIffiOLQMGAL BSTOGK3EM M m 
eomnqmrn MP<MT mowGTim mien HAS B B ® THB PATTOT m 
G M M M GCUMXES XK M M M M U T H E P A R T I C U L A R L Y ^ 
PCS S^TAECS, SLLXFCTLMJ©: AHD WXT3 LXTFFITSB 
HATUIAL RESCUES® 'HAVE FEGVXBSB mOBUGTS OP SUCH 
•HIGH- QUALSTYp. .GRAPT8E.mS8HXP AED X>B8XGS?0 TEAS? TESY.HAVB LSD THB, 
.. SSf -eWAXH AREAS^  SOOTH. AUSTRALIA 20 AI&EM5Y BS&KW8 
TO so TEISo ; j m mm ALWAYS. a m A HXGEBIGRES OP TECMIXOAX, 
M O W ^ M NMUO M W M , ® < M RESEARCH PACXMTXBS ESTABLISHED 
m mm mEm0 INSTANCE^  m AGRXCcrLTmak 
.RESEARCH^  IE TIE lEMAL DOTLOPMT LAB01ASQR1SS0 AHP XH THE' 
XUSTOTTB OP. TSGHUOLSQYo BUT -GUST. B0XLBCB THX8 BASIS TO 
MSUEB'TSAT .SlgRE X© AH'-LSSD XSIBUQffiXAL RESEARCH TO 
M B THIS f m GSSfSBB OP XHPG1TABT SSGHH0L0GXCA& SEVELOPUOT? XI! 
' • ' v. . PA0E 
THE GOMQWEAOT^ . ' 
. XW -OQHBBOSSGR' "mm mm 'mrnems FOR HJSURE 
mmi&wuim0 i mm. ALREADY A M U H G ® OSRTAXKDSOXSXGKS SXXIGE . 
X TOOK OPPXCB AS PEEKSEBO- X RBFBR PARTICULARLY TO SHE 
APPOXHSK^M1 OP A- DXRSCTQR OP XX3DUSTRXAL X>ETFEL0K3EB£O THB 8T/@E 
18 XHM#'P©RTUSAFS TO SAVE. SELOP) THE SERVICES OP SUCH AH 
OUTBTALMELY &SU> QUALXPX1D ASD EXP&RXMGM) XH09838XAXX8? AS 
M * BO&LALB CURRXE WHO WILL TAKE OP THESE XHPORTM3T S0TXE8 0UCT -
' MOBTHO ' X • HAVE ALSO, AMJOUK0I© FBOPOQALG PGR OTMSK SUPPORT 
FOR AS INDUSTRIAL D B S M XII THIS STATE, TBX8P X W M » : 
SURE* 17XLL BO MICE TO AS8X® X M S T R Y TO PROOTE XTS AGTXPX2XB8 
BY HAVXHG AVAXLABH2 TO XS THE; BEST ABB 8HXX& W M CAS? 
BE PRWX0BP- M O B G H 8UGH A GBKTREO X H O T ALSO A « U H C B D TEAT 
TEE DBPARTMT OP INDUSTRIAL BSVSLQPMT WXLL 8I2S& TO ISOKOTE 
THB BSTABLIEISMJT OP AH XB^USMXAL RSSBAR0E PO0HMTXOH WHXCH 
M U * EFFIMRB ADB^PA® APH#X ® INDUSTRIAL - RBSEARGH OP A COTBRAL 
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mmrm M m m m i m mciuftm. FOE A P E ® n w B m m ITHIGH turn BE 
0FAB8XSTASGB TO H S S f ® 'ims&m: W 8 GOTH ASFSTR&LXAo CRT®SM 
"VXQXSCK®. TO SHIS COOMT HATO FOIHTKD TO SHE EOEEOL LACK OS1 
XHDOSSSXAIi SBS&ABOB 'XS TUX 8 OOffi&fBf AU9 TH&T XUBUS^XAL HEQSARCH 
GEIW&LY XS AT A. MJGH L © « LWBL THAH" THAT OF GOUNfRXS® 
. COMPARABLY BSSfULOFEBo HMEDY THAT HffiE. 
. TO PHOVMOP WAfUBAL ©AS DEPOSXTS W TBE HOSTB BASS 
CP T® STATE HAS Bffl A FBATUH3,£/HXCH X SBLXS9S BXtt, MAES TUB 
.COHWGiMKS? OS1 A H®7 MA ffl XBDUSSHXAL ACTXVXTY X& 800® 
AUSTRALIA' ; TUB GOtfiME® HAS m m ©JGH P&0GHIB68 XH THE W01K 
nmm&mt TOEHABLEl THE OQS 0PTH23 iwomms BATU&AL BBSOUHCE0 • 
AHMIBSMT8 BM^GXAL TO TSS STATS M E CQ£M25!3D WITH THE 
eoSBOMALSB GOWItllST BY E35T &g&23$S38GR TO ENABLE ® E BJCRTXSXOU 
OF H O I WW. THE COH0SSJIGTXCS5 OF A PXP&MEB TO GGiW ®iB 
BAT0KAL ©AS FROE3 THE FXELS TO OTB A0BM2S3 M O f O K M AREA. 
A STAOTOK^ G02S3X8SXQ& HAS BESI1 APPOXST1D A&D GOmEKGED WORK TO 
PAGE 
GO&SSISCI THIS m m m m , LGSJG Mm. SETAXLM> HE^OTXATX®® HAVE 
BBii G M m m osf m w TUB KOBUGEHS. THOSS HmoTXATXoes AEB 
mAGTXGALLY CCE3PLIM) AMD X ASKPXCJXPAffB THA$ tfXSQXft A VSiY 8H08T 
• TXE3B XUD» X WOT BB ABLB TO 'AMGRMGE WE G0METX0H OP A 
CONTRACT OTCH i m THE F&WXSXCM OF HATSRAL ©AS AS A imsL 
TO THE? MGI^XGXTY TEU8T AT A HiXO&.BBTm THM WAT OP MJBL OXLc 
TBX9 wxm WimE THE mXHTEMG® OF CHEAP SlBCKERXGEftf XS SOUTH 
AESTHALSA M AT THE SAL® TXI5E PEOVXBS FO& TM MVBStiM, TEE J3AJ0& 
iy®® m m m TO wteag. THAf. THE HP&LXIJB FSGJEGT XS ECOHOHXGALLS' 
VIABLE XH XTS EAHLY STAGES® THIS WXLL E3M THAT "W8 UXLL BE ABLE 
TO HAVE HAT0RAL GAS XB 'A8ELAXDB AVAILABLE PC® INDUSTRIAL OSERS 
• m m ® AS© AT A m s s excpxpiGAmY M O T m m SHE PKXGE TO 
X®08$EIAL G 0 U M M 'MXGH 8XI& BB &U&GE3) 1® VXGTOXA PC® 
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APART mm THE immmm ASPm t OP P R W X M S A LOCAL SOURCE OP 
FUELMU. M M . M O W & S Z M M BOOTH AUSTRALIA*. THIS NATURAL GAS 
M mmim THE UAP MATERIALS PQR ADDXTICSSAL pmmmsm vmxcu 
MFFFQBT M W M L OAS SOUTH AUSTRALIA GOULD HOT. HAVE .C0HTB£®LATSDO 
©HIAUIMTIOMS HAVE ALREADY SHOTTN AU ACTIVE H3TERBST XH 
THE EATABLES®®!®' OP M I EKTERKIX3E8 113. SOUTH • AUSTRALIA BASED W 
THS • OTIMATX <M OP STATURAL• <MS* 
, X. TTSGFTAOHBD EARLS® THE 9TABXOTY WHICH THE STATE 
M M AS A RESULT OP OUR MLA3KQED SCCMY. HOtTEVER^  STABILITY 
•j
 w 
28 ATTAXEED HOT QSLY THROUOH THE EECMSF BUT BECAUSE OP A EUESBR 
OP'FACTORS mtGll ARB OP PARTICULAR IKTBKB8T AT© XE3PQRTAHCE TO 
•X1VBST0R8 AHD INDUSTRIALSST8 AMX0U8 TO-PROMOTE TEEXR GOT 
PARTICULAR EIKERPRI8B,. . 
THE M O B L L M RELATIONSHIP WHICH 
MASTA 10 M M N AUSTRALXA XS S M I I S . Q P EHXCK THE STATE CMS BE 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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JUSTLY PROUD. I PAY A TRIBUTE TODAY TO THE ENLIGHTENED 
OUTLOOK OP BOTH MAGBMENT AND EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATIONS WORKING 
IN COOPERATION WITH A PROGRESSIVE GOVERNMENT. BECAUSE OF 
THIS9 SOUTH AUSTRALIA HAS A REMARKABLE RECORD IK RELATI(® TO 
TIME LOST THROUGH INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES. IK FACT0 XN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA^  DURING 1$669 SXXTJf-ONE DAY§ PER 1#000 CIVILIAN 
EMPLOYES1 VIERE LOST DUE TO DXSPUTE8 IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA COMPARED 
WITH 276 DAYS IN NEW SOUTH WALES AND AN AUSTRALIAN AVERAGE OF 
196 DAYS; ILLUSTRATED IN ANOTHER WAY* SOUTH AUSTRALIA SUFFERED 
THE SMALL PERCENTAGE OF 2.65 OF THE AUSTRALIAN TOTAL OF MAN DAYS 
LOST THROUGH INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES DURING 1965. THIS IS AN 
ACHIEVEMENT OF WHICH THE GOVERNMENT XS VERY PROUD AND OF WHICH 
MANAGEE3ENT AND EMPLOYEE ORGANISATIONS ALIKE CAN FEEL JUSTLY 
PROUD. IT IS EVIDENCE OF THE FACT THAT SOUTH AUSTRALIANS IN 
ALL WALKS OF LIFE ARE DETERMINED TO GET ON WITH THE JOB, NOT 
MERELY TO PROMOTE THEIR OWN SECTIONAL INTERESTS,AND TO JOIN WITH 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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. T M G W W F W THE M M M > M M OPTHS STATE* • • ' • 
. . • • • ; . • ; i m m m z m ST&B xlitst HAS 
,.G&LT BFFIK 'BECAUSE W0RK2HG PEOPLE-XN SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
; FOR ' Of BSJES'XTS AVAIXASI^ ELSBMIEREp HAVE BE® . ABLE 
SO 0BS" QOI^ ZIi&L-; ! SB THBXR GCS3DXTXOH8 W TUB LAST Tm^y 
SATXSFXID BXSI- THE GENERAL 
GMDXTSCUS wrnm SMXCB nmtmB\yGmim0 mxw XT m I M F O R M T 
PC® UA TO S M S A' L013-C0ST STBUGTURE0 XT SB ALSO XHPORTASTT TO 
B M M & T M BCRS FOBOB III- B O M AUSM&LXA X8 SATISFIED' AND 8TABLB, 
M M N OSFFIXTXOMA ?®XGHASE BMO^A^E'AHB. CCMPARMILS WX®I TEOSS " 
BIBMiW M WE COUNTRYo / ' ^ . ' 
V A$0®A® XAFO^A^? W M R N S OTCH.^UB. ASSIST O M W W M 
' W S T 0 P M 3 T 28 TFFIS FACT THAT GGOTAHY TO 9TATSE3E15T8 MADE FROM TIL3E 
TQ ^im m ViffiXOBS PLACBSFR THE ©GIMRNLBNT OF THIS STATE' HA© 
M4XMJAS5B9 A LOW^STSTEUCTURE WXTHXK THE STATE. XT X8 THUS 
T1AT XI SOME X M A N G 1 S THE BEEN FORGES) m THE 
GOMOHWBALTH GOWJOOTT'SATTXTUI® TO GOMOMALTLVSTATE F X M G X M . 
XSJGREABE8 XB . ALL STATE GQVSRNMENTS 
l®0'fg8',K8®f(l/ BUT LET HE MASS XT 
PERFECTLY GLH4R THAT THE X1GESAS1B GSAR^ES THAT HA^S BEEN K1ADE XEI 
SOOTH AUSTRALIA GftiEB. THE LAST TWO AND* A QUARTS* YEARS ARE LOR® 
PIAM GOVFJiNMBIITS. XI? THE OTHER .STATES OF AUSTRALIA HAVE POUND XT . 
. M C S ^ J M M IM?M' : <M TMM/EITUMIB, BECAUSE OF THIS, AM> 
FORWARD ELAHPX^G STTHE XT'© XNSTRUEiENTALXTIEQ9 
SOUTH AUSTMLXA IS ABLE TO OFFER FULIY SERVICE XNDUSTEXAL SITES 
AT' PSXCBS IIUCH. LOviER THAH SIMILAR SITES W OUR NEIGHBOURING STATES® 
OU® MILBip XNSUOTY HAS ALSO. BBSH BUXLT UP 01 A BASIS 03? 
SPFXCXERO PIXGE M M M - THE'STATE TO M M T A RELATXVESLY.LOOT 
M I I M M M M STRUCTURES. . M THE RESULT, M M E ABLE • 
TO THIS M M G R N I M W M Z M V O ESTABLISH M SOUTH AUOTALXA 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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T M M ESTABLISHMENT COSTS T H M S L W H ® E MID LOWER M M I M ' COSTS 
' • .'AS PREE3KER W THE STASE0 X P&RSOMALLY HAVE ACCEPTED 
THE RESPCSISXBXLITY 0P ABMIBX8TER2M© THE ACTIVITIES OP SHE 
..GOVERFFISBT ASSOCIATE) WITH THE PROJSOTI® OF INDUSTRIAL OWELOPMTFE' 
THE 00S71RMBT HAS A POLICY OP ASSXSTAHCB TO IHBUST8Y IH VARIOUS 
WAYS* . M M THE G O V E R M M T 9 S PQR^ARB'PLAMIHQ M CO-OPERATION 
M T U THE IJ?8TOU£M®ALXT2ES RESPONSIBLE' FOR THS PRCWX8XQK OP 
EL1OTXCXTY AKD OASO KB QAM ASSURE AEY. EETBRFRISE CCHTEEMATSK© 5 
M S M U B M B M M SOUTH AUSTRALXA THAT THE PROTXSIOE OP ESSENTIAL 
GPVXGES SUCH AS RAILWAYS A0D ROADS J, P013ER A ® 
©A80 C M BE READILY MADE AVAILABLE TO THSM*. 
THE Q M M M M ^ P T M M M THE ACTIVITIES OP THE SOUTH 
A U S M L ^ A E HOUSXH© ®U8T 0 WILL G®TIMJE TO M U R E HOUSIHO FOR AH 
MPAKDXB© T F O R C E . . . TBXSP XK ESY OPISJXOHO WILL CGS3TXEUE TO BE M 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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WHICH WILL mmmn OP TO OTLD REQUXRSMTS, 
IE 8PEAKXH& OP XKXKJSTRIAL DEVELOPMT9 UEJFORTUHATiELY 
IT IS HOT POSSIBLE TO GIVE DETAILS, OP MEG0TIATIGH8 TASIHG PLACE 
m'TB .Tp OCRmRTWiT^EAfURALLY THESE KB&OTXATIG&JS CGSJCERH. 
M l PRIVATE BEfSX^ SSS OP THE COL3PAEXB8 CGROEPHED, AND PGR THaT 
REASCM XT'. IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR m TO GIVE YOU DETAILED XHFCRtSATXGH 
OP IHSgSpiES ®SAT ARE LIKELY TO ESTABLISH IE SCBJTH AUSTRALIA 
m THE NEAR FUTURE„ WITHOUT BREACHING ANY COHPlDSMCE0 HOV7EVER0 
I c m SAY. ®AT THE SStB&SK'S DBPARTMMT HAS IK HAED CERTAIE • 
HEGOTXATXG178 PHXCH IP CARRXS® TO A SUCCESSFUL COECLUSIOH WILL BE 
OP VITAL IMPORTANCE TO OUR SUTURE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT® AS 
PREISER OP THB 8TATE0 X BO NOT PROPOSE EVER. TO MAKE DETAIL® 
AMOUKGEtSffiS; OP ItlBUSTRISS V7HXGH U1QWS ESTABLISH XB THB.STATBe 
BUT WILL OILY DO SO VME13 mm DZGlQims HAVE BBBH REACHS® BY THE 
ES5TERFRXSE8 CGHCEREED AM) FLABS HAVE BEEN CGS2PLBTED TO SET UP 
PRODUCTION WXTHXH THE STATE® 
-••''... ' • r 
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SIEGE THE P R M I ® * 3 B B P A R T M T UAB ESTABLXSHEB0 XT H&Q9 ' 
HOWEVER 0 HAD THS SATISFACTION OP C0I3PLETIHG KESOTXATKBS POR 
SUCH IMPORTANT PROJECTS AS THE K0LTX I3XLLXQN DOLLAR UEDSRTAKXH© 
OP CHRYSL® AUSTRALIA LIFTED WHICH XS BSXEG PXEAWCED BY CAPITAL 
PROM ®JE GOMPAEY'S ACTIVITIES W AHSRICAJ, - (A CLEAR IEDICATIGFFL 
OP THE C0S5PIMCB OP THE A M I O A H INDUSTRIALISM GG33GSRHED IE THE ' 
FUTURE OP SOUTH AUSTRALIA) - THE EBP FACTORY OP HILLS INDUSTRIES 
LIMITED AT 0 9SULLXVM BEACH WHICH X REOISBTXY HAD THE HONOUR TO 
OPBHj VTHE PACTORY OP COL2ALCO IESUSTRI® PTYO. LIJ2XTID AT MXHS EED0 
AHD A EUMBSS OP OTHSR ACTIVITIES ®THOUGH SMALLER XE EIAGMXTUDE 
BUT NEVERTHELESS I M M ' S K M IK OUR INDUSTRIAL' ACTIVITIES WITHX® THE 
STATE. • 
THE ,PREmiR?S BBPARTMSST HAS ALWAYS ACTED 12:1 CLOSE 
CO^OPERATIOE WITH TUB SOUTH AUSTRALIA!1! HOUSING TRUST, THAT 
CO-OPBRATXOH IS OP VITAL XEJPORTAHCE IS? OUR HIOIJOTXORAL PLAES. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
THE GOVERNMENT RECENTLY MADE ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE GENMAL MANAGER 
OF THE TRTJSTE MR.. RAMSAYJ, TO MAKE A VISIT 0VERSEA8 TO ENABLE.HIM 
TO UNDERTAKE PERSONAL NEGOTIATIONS WITH MANY OVERSEAS ORGANIZA-
TIONS MUCH HAVE SHOWN AN INTEREST IN ESTABLISHING ACTIVITIES IN 
THIS STATE. I AM PLEASED TO SAY TODAY THAT I HAVE HAD INTERIM 
REPORTS FROM MR. RAMSAY TO THE EFFECT THAT HE HAS HAD DETAILED 
DISCUSSIONS WITH A NUMBER OF OVERSEAS ENTERPRISES AND THESE 
DISCUSSIONS MAY WELL LEAD TO FINAL DECISIONS TO ESTABLISH MAHU- , 
FACTURING ACTIVITIES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. APART FROM A SPECIFIC 
OVERSEAS V?SB? BY AN INDIVIDUAL OFFICER0 THE GOVERNMENT IS 
FORTUNATE. IN HAVING A VERY ACTIVE AGENT-GENERAL FOR SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA IN LONDON*. ' .-IHFTSW OF YOD PRESENT TODAY KNOW HIM 
PERSONALLY AND .ADMIRE BOTH HIS ENERGY AND ABILITY. APART FROM. 
INTENSIVE PROMOTIONAL WORK IN THE UNITED KINGDOM,, MR, MILNE HAS 
MADE A NUMBER OF VISITS TO EUROPEAN COUNTRIES V7ITH THE OBJECT OF 
• . "•' ;; . • V •' . • •••-..'. n 
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ATTRACTING INDUSTRY TO THE STATE. THE GOVERNMENT. HAS 
RE-ORGANIZED THE STAFFING OF THE AGENT<-GENERAL9S OFFICE0 AS A 
RESULT OF ?JHICH A SENIOR OFFICER DEVOTES HIS FULL TIME TOWARDS 
PROMOTIONAL WORK OF THIS NATURE. 
MR. PRESIDENT % % HAVE TOLD YOU IN GENERAL TERMS OF THE 
GOVERNMENT * S. WORK FOR THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE. 
AS PREMIER OF THE'. STATE AND THE MINISTER PERSONALLY ADMINISTERING 
THE GOVERNMENTS ACTIVITIES IN INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION^ I GIVE YOU 
AN ASSURANCE TODAY THAT EVERY EFFORT WILL BE CONTINUED TO PROMOTE 
THE RAPID GROOT OF INDUSTRY WITHIN THE STATE. THIS CONTINUED 
GROWTH CANJ HOWEVER, ONLY BE ACHIEVED WITH THE GOODWILL AND 
CORPORATION OF PRIVATE ENTERPRISE. I AM HAPPY TO SAY THAT 
SINCE THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT WAS ESTABLISHED.,, THE OFFICERS 
ENGAGED ON INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION HAVE FORKED VERY HARMONIOUS 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE NOT ONLY IN SOUTH ' 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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AUSTRALIA BUT WITH THE MANAGEMENT OP ENTERPRISES BCTH INTERSTATE 
AND OVERSEAS, WITH M O M THSY HAVE NEGOTIATED, THESE GOOD 
RELATIONSHIPS AND THE INCREASED ACTIVITY MICH THE GOVERNMENT 
PLANS FOR INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION WILLS I AE3 SURE, RESULT IE A 
SUCCESSFUL PERIOD OF DEVELOPMEI® IN THE YEARS AHEAD. 
I PLEDGE THE GOVERNMENT SUPPORT IN EVERY PRACTICABLE 
WAY TO ENSURE CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT$ AM) I SEEK THE CO-OPBRATIQN 
OF INDUSTRY AND COMBRCE IE THIS STATE WITH THE GOVERNMENT TO 
ENSURE RAPID DEVELOPMENT TO THE BENEFIT OP THE WHOLE STATE 
AND ITS CITIZENS,, : 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
ADDRESS BY THE HGN« THE PREISER, tSR« Do A. DUESTASL Q.C.„ M»P. AT THE COMMOMEALTH CLUB LUNCHEON,, 27TH JULY9 1967. 
£3R»; PRESIDENT* ETC* T: 
FIRST OP ALL0 I WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS E3Y THANKS TO THE 
COMONWEALTH GLOB. OP ADELAIDE FOR THE HONOUR THEY HAVE DONE ME 
IN INVITI&O ME TO BE GUEST SPEAKER AT THIS LUNCHEON* I 
RECOGNIZE THAT THS GENERAL POLICY OP THE CLOB IS TO HAVE EMINENT 
VISITORS TO THE STATE AS GUEST SPEAKERS0 AND I VERY tSUCH APP8E« 
CIATE THE COURTESY OF THE CLUB IN INVITING MEP AS A SOUTH 
AUSTRALIAN^  TO BE GUEST SPEAKER ON THIS OCCASION* 
THIS AFTERNOON I WANT TO SPEAK TO YOU ABOUT FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. WE AIL KNOW THAT SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA DEVELOPED AS A STATE WHOSE ECONOMY WAS LARGELY BASED 
ON PRIMARY PRODUCTION* FROM THE EARLIEST DAYSP HOWEVER9 S023E 
SKILLED ARTISANS WERE HERE AND THE STATE WAS ABLE TO PROVIDE A 
SHALL AMOUNT OP SECONDARY INDUSTRY OF A HIGHLY SKILLED NATURE. 
PAGE 2. 
SINGE THE WAR YEARS9 WHEN WE GOT A BOOST TO OUR SECONDARY 
INDUSTRY PRODUCTION THROUGH THE PLACING OF LARGE MUNITIONS 
PLANTS HERE, A RAPID CHANGE HAS TAKEN PLACEc AND TODAY THE VALUE 
OF SECONDARY PRODUCTION CONSIDERABLY EXCEEDS THAT OF PRIMARY 
PRODUCTION IN THE STATEo THIS PROVIDES FOR A GREATER STABILITY 
IN OUR EOQNOMYp AND IT IS CLEAR THAT MJCH OF THE FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT OP THIS STATE MOST BE BASED ON SECONDARY INDUSTRY. 
UNLIKE SOE3E OF THE OTHER STATES,, IN SOU® AUSTRALIA WE NO LONG® 
HAVE LARGE AREAS OP LAND AVAILABLE WHICH ARE SUITABLE FOR FURTHER 
PRIMARY aODUCTION. t&ILST THE GOVERfiEIENT. F/ILL EfAKE EVERY 
EFFORT THROUGH THE SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE DEPARTMENT.OP 
AGRICULTURE TO CONTINUALLY RAISE THE OUTPUT OP PRIMRY PRODUCTION 
THROUGH ADVANCED METHODS OP LAM) HUSBANDRY0 THE LAND AVAILABLE 
,FOR FURTHER PRIMARY PRODUCTION IS LIMITED. 
FOR 8Qm TIKE NOW9 THE STATE HAS MADE RAPID DEVELOPMENT 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF INDUSTRY EQUAL TO ABOUT THE AVERAGE 
RATE OF GROWTH 10 AUSTRALIA OVER THE PERIOD SINCE THE WAR, 
HOWEVSHP THE SECONDARY INDUSTRY GROOT HAS MAINLY BEEN IN THE 
PRODUCTION OF CONSUMER DURABLES0 PARTICULARLY MOTCR CASS AND 
HOME APPLIANCES0 AND AS OUR ECONOMY RELIES VERY HEAVILY UPON 
SECONDARY INDUSTRY PRODUCTION IN THESE AREAS E IT IS VULNERABLE I . • 
TO FLUCTUATIONS IN THE GENERAL 3TATE OF THE ECONOMY IN THE' 
EASTERN STATES SINCE THE MAJORITY OF PRODUCTION IN CONSUMER 
DURABLES FINDS. ITS MARKET IN THE EASTERN STATES AND IS NOT 
EXPORTED OVER8EA80 
DURING THE PERIOD OF THE LATE, 19509 S AND THE EARLY 
YEARS OF THIS DECADE* ALL OTHER STATES IN AUSTRALIA RECOGNIZING 
THE NEED TO COMPETE FOR INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT J, SET UP 
FOLLY STAFFED INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENTS' SO THAT FEASIBLE 
PROJECTS FOR DEVELOPMENT IN THEIR STAGES COULD BE SOLD TO 
INVESTORS M O WOULD BE ATTRACTED TO PROVIDE TECHNOLOGICAL ' 
PAGE U., 
DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE STATE,. . THIS DID NOT HAPPEN IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA^ AND WHEN THE. LABOR GOVERNMENT TOOK OFFICER FOR THE 
FIRST TIME; THERE WAS CREATED A DEPARTMENT SPECIFICALLY CONCERNED 
V&TH DEVBLOPMEKT, IT WAS IMPORTANT THAT WE DID NOT ALLOW TO 
TAKE PLACE WHAT HAD PREVIOUSLY OCCURRED ON SOME OCCASIONS. THAT 
PROPOSALS FOR LARGE-SCALE SCHEMES OF DEVELOPMENT HAD BEEN f * ' 
INADEQUATELY RESEARCHED AND CONSEQUENTLY FAILED TO MATERIALIZE. 
WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA*, WE ARE 
IDEALLY SITUATED j, BECAUSE OF OUR CENTRAL LOCATION IN THE 
COmONiEALTHj TO SEKTE THE FUTURE NATIONAL MARKET BOTH EAST AND 
WEST* AND THEREFORE THE GOVERNMENT WILL PROMOTE THE STATE AS ONE 
WHICH MUST BE OF VITAL INTEREST TO AUSTRALIA'S COMMERCIAL AND 
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENTS IN THEIR FUTURE EXPAHSIC2J. 
XT WILL BE IMPORTANT THAT VIE DIVERSIFY SOUTH AUSTRALIA'S 
INDUSTRY SO THAT WE ARE NOT, IN FUTURE AS VULNERABLE TO EASTERN 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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STATES EMMETS FLUCTUATIONS AS WB BOB ARS0 AND IT IS I IMPORTANT 
FOR OUR DEVELOPMENT THAT WE HAVE A CONCENTRATION IE SOU® 
AUSTRALIA OF TEE SKILL INDUSTRIES. THIS IS A STAOS UHICH XS 
IDEALLY SITUATED TO THE KIND OF TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT AND 
CONSEQUENT EXPORT PRODUCTION WHICH HAS BEEN THE PATTERN XN 
CERTAIN COUNTRIES IN . EUROPE AND THE MEDITERRANEAN 0 PARTICULARLY^ 
FOR INSTANCE^ SWEDENSLLFXTZERLAND AND ISRAEL, LHO0 WITH LIMITED 
NATURAL RESOURCESJHAVB NEVERTHELESS PROVIDED PRODUCTS OP SUCH 
HIGH QUALITY0 CRAPT3E2ANSHXP AND DESIGN;, THAT THEY HAVE LED THE 
WORLD. IN CERTAIN AREASP SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS ALREADY BEGINNING 
TO DO THIS. WE HAVE ALWAYS HAD A HIGH DEGREE OF TECHNICAL 
K N O M O W HERE. WE HAVE GOOD RESEARCH FACILITIES ESTABLISHED 
XN M M A R E A S , PARTICULARLY, PCS INSTANCE, IH AGRICULTURAL 
RESEARCH^ IN THE EKNERAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES 9 AND IN THE 
INSTITUTE OP TECHNOLOGY 9 BUT WE MUST BUILD ON THIS BASIS TO 
ENSURE THAT THESE IS ADEQUATE APPLIED INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH TO 
E3AKE THIS THE CENTRE OF IMPORTANT TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT IN 
- ' - PAGE 6. 
THE COSMOOTEAL5HO-' ? ' . . 
IN CONNECT!® WITH OUR PROGRAMS FOR FU1URE 
DEVELOPI3ENT0 I HAVE ALREADY ANNOUNCED C1RTAIN DECISIONS SINCE 
I TOOK OFFICE A8 PREMIER. X REFER PARTICULARLY TO W E 
APPOINMNT OF A DIRECTOR OP INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT. THE STATE 
IS INDEED POEDUMATE TO HAVE SECURED THE SERVICES OP SUCH AN 
OUTSTANDINGLY WELL QUALIFIED AND EXPERIENCED IBE0STRIALXST AS 
M * DONALD CURRIE WHO WILL TAKE UP THESE IMPORTANT DUTIES NEXT 
MONTH. I HAVE ALSO ANNOUNCED I'ROPOSALS FOR GOVERKMT SUPPORT 
FOR AN INDUSTRIAL DESIGN: CENTRE IN THI8 STATE. - THIS, I FEEL 
SURE9 WILL DO MUCH TO ASSIST INDUSTRY TO PROMOTE ITS ACTIVITIES 
BY HAVING AVAILABLE TO IT THE BEST IJNOWLEDGE AND SKILL THAT CAN 
BE PROVIDED THROUGH SUCH A CENTRE. X HAVE ALSO ANNOUNCED THAT 
THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT WILL SEEK TO PROMOTE 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OP AN INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION WHICH 
WILL ENSURE ADEQUATE APPLIED INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH OP A GENERAL 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
NATURE AS© PR0VXDB FACILITIES FORAPPLXED RESEARCH WHICH WILL BE 
OF AS8ISTANCE TO EXISTING INDUSTRY IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA* OVERSEAS 
VISITORS TO THIS COUNTRY HAVE POINTED TO THE WOEFUL LACK OF 
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH IN THIS COUNTRY AND TE4T INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 
GENERALLY IS AT A MUCH LOWER LEVEL THAN THAT OF COUNTRIES 
COMPARABLY DEVELOPS®, H . MUST REMEDY THAT HERE. 
THE PROVING OF NATURAL GAS DEPOSITS IN THE NORTH EAST 
OF THE STATE HAS B B A FEATURE MICH I BELIEVE 171LL MARK THE 
COMMENCEMENT OF A NEW ERA OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY IN SOOTH 
AUSTRALIA. THE GOVERNMENT HAS MADE MUCH PROGRESS IN THE WORK 
NECESSARY TO ENABLE THE USB OF THIS IMPORTANT NATURAL RESOURCE. 
ARRANGEMENTS BENEFICIAL TO THE STATE WERE COMPLETED WITH THE 
COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT BY LIY-PREDECESSOR TO ENABLE THE PROVISION 
OF FINANCE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A PIPELINE TO CONVEY THE 
NATURAL GAS FROM THE FIELD TO THE ADELAIDE METROPOLITAN AREA. 
A STATUTORY COMMISSION HAS BEEN APPOINTED AND COMMENCED WORK TO 
PAGE 8. " 
CONSTRUCT THIS PIPELINE.-, LONG AND DETAILED NEGOTIATIONS HAVE 
BEEN CARRIED OUT WITH THE PRODUCERS. THOSE NEGOTIATIONS ARE 
PRACTICALLY COMPLETED AND X ANTICIPATE THAT WITHIN A VERY SHORT 
TIME INDEED X WILL BE ABLE TO 'ANNOUNCE THE COMPLETION OF A 
CONTRACT WHICH WILL ENSURE THE PROVX8ICS5 OF NATURAL GAS AS A FUEL 
TO THE ELECTRICITY TRUST AT A PRICE BETTER THAN THAT OF FUEL OIL. 
THIS WILL ENSURE THE MAINTENANCE OF CHEAP ELECTRICITY IN SOUTH' 
AUSTRALIA AND AT THE 8AME TIME PROVIDE FOR THE PIPELINE, THE MAJOR 
USER NEEDED TO ENSURE THAT THE PIPELINE PROJECT XS ECONOMICALLY 
VIABLE IN ITS EARLY STAGES, THXS WILL MEAN THAT 'WE WILL BE ABLE 
TO HAVE NATURAL GAS IB ADELAIDE AVAILABLE FOR INDUSTRIAL USERS 
BY MID 19699 AND AT A PRICE SIGNIFICANTLY LOWER THAN THE MICE TO 
INDUSTRIAL CONSUMERS WHICH WILL BE CHARGED XN VICTORIA FOR 
NATURAL ©AS, 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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APART PRGIS THE I12PGRTAP? ASPECT OP PROVIDING A LOCAL SOURCE OP 
FUEL FOR POWER PRODUCTION XN SOOTH AUSTRALIA, THIS NATURAL GAS 
WILL PROVIDE THE M W MATERIALS FOR ADDITIONAL INDUSTRIES WHICH 
WITHOUT NATURAL GAS SOUTH AUSTRALIA COULD NOT HAVE CONTEMPLATED, 
OVERSEAS ORGANIZATIONS HAVE ALREADY SHOWN AN ACTIVE INTEREST IN 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OP NEW ENTERPRISES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA BASED ON 
2HEUTILXZATX® OF NATURAL GAS» 
X MENTIONED EARLIER THE STABILITY WHICH THE STATE 
MJOYS AS A RESULT OP OUR BALANCED ECONOE3Y* HQI7EVER$ STABILITY 
IS ATTAINED NOT ONLY THROUGH THE ECONOM BUT BECAUSE OP A NUE3BER 
M FACTORS WHICH ARE OP PARTICULAR INTEREST AND IMPORTANCE TO 
INVESTORS AND INDUSTRIALISTS ANXI0U8 TO- PROMOTE THEIR OWE 
PARTICULAR ENTERPRISER 
. THE EXCELLENT . SMPLOYER^EMPLGITEE RELATIONSHIP LL>HICH 
EXISTS IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS SOMETHING OP WHICH THE STATE CAN BE 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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JUSTLY HJOUD. 2 PAY A TRIBUTE TODAY TO THE EHLIQHFEHED 
OUTLOOK OF BOTH I2A$A<H3MSSIT FFLS' EIS'LOYBB ORGAN! &ATI €558 80RKSKG 
m GO-OPBRATIOH WITH A PROGRESSIVE GOVERNMENT. BECAUSE QW 
THIS0 SOUTH AUSTRALIA HAS A REMARKABLE RECORD X0 RELATX® TO 
TIME LOST THROUGH INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES0 IH FACTT IH SOUTH 
AUS®ALIA& DURING 1966 0 SIX5Y-ONU DAYS PER ^O0G CIV2LKAH 
EMPLOYEES• WERE LOST. BUB TO DISPUTES IB SOUTH AUSTRALIA COMPARED 
WITH 2?S DAY©-IB HEW-.SOUTH WALES AND AN AUSTRALIA® AVERAGE OF " 
196 DAYS, ILLUSTRATE) 1M ANOTHER WAYP SOUTH AUSTRALIA SUFFERED 
THE SMALL MGEKTAGE OF 2,©5 OF THE AUSTRALIAN TOTAL QW-TM DAYS' 
LOST THROUGH INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES DURING 1 $S6* TECS IS AM 
ACHIEVEMENT OF WHICH THE GOVERNMENT 28 VERY PROUD AND OF WHICH 
MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEE ORGAIUSATX CU8 ALIKE CAN FEEL JUSTLY 
PROUD* XT XS EVIDENCE. OF THE FACT THAT SOUTH AUSTRALIANS XN • 
ALL WALKS OF LIS® ARB DETERMINED TO OSSTTIR WITH THE JOB, NOT 
MERELY TO PROMOTE THEIR OWN SECTIONAL INTERESTS, AND TO JOIN WITH 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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THE GOVERNMENT. IE THE DEVELOPED NT OP THE STATE. 
X POINT OtJTg HOWEVER9 THAT INDUSTRIAL STABILITY HAS 
ONLY BEEN MAINTAINED BECAUSE WORKING PEOPLE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
FOR LONG DEPRIVED OP BENEFITS AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE, HAVE BEEN ABLE 
TO GET MARGINAL IB3PRGMENT8 IN THEIR CONDITIONS IN THE LAST TWO^v 
YEARS WHICH HAVE LED TO THEIR BEING SATISFIED WITH THE GENERAL 
CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH THEY ARE WORKING, WHILE IT IS IMPORTANT 
FOR US TO J3AINTAXE A LOW-COST STRUCTURE, IT IS ALSO I IMPORTANT TO 
SEE THAT THE W®K FORCE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS SATISFIED AND STABLE, 
UNDER CCMDITI0N8 WHICH ARE REASONABLE AND COMPARABLE WI1H THOSE 
ELSEWHERE IN THE COUNTRY. 
ANOTHM IMPORTANT FEATURE WHICH WILL ASSIST OUR FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT' IS THE PACT THAT CONTRARY TO STAMENTS MADE FROM TItlE 
TO TIME IN VARIOUS PLACES^  THE GOVERNMENT OF THIS STATE HAS 
MAINTAINED A LOW-COST STRUCTURE WITHIN THE STATE. IT IS TRUE 
THAT IN SOME INSTANCES THE GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN FORCED BY THB 
PAGE 12... 
COMONWEALTH GOVERNMMT'S ATTITUDE TO COffiONVSEALTlVSTATE FINANCIAL 
RELATIONS^ TO E1AKE INCREASES IN CHARGES. ALL STATE GOVERNMENTS 
HAVE BEEN FORCED IETO THIS POSITION.- BUT LET WE E2AKE IT 
PERFECTLY CLEAR THAT THE INCREASED CHARGES THAT HAVE BEEN MADE IN 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA OVER THE LAST TWO AND A QUARTER YEARS ARB LOWER 
THAN GOVERNMENTS IN THE OTHER STATES OF AUSTRALIA HAVE FOUND IT 
NECESSARY TO IMPOSE ON, THEIR CITIZENS. BECAUSE OF THI8e AND 
FORWARD PLANNING BY THE GOVERWHT AND ITS INSTRUMENTALITIES, 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS ABLE TO OFFER FULLY SERVICED INDUSTRIAL 8ITES 
AT PRICES MUCH LOWER THAN SIMILAR SITES IN OUR NEIGHBOURING STATES. 
OUR BUILDING INDUSTRY HAS ALSO U BUILT UP Oil A BASIS OF 
EFFICIENCY WHICH ENABLES THB STATE TO ENJOY A RELATIVELY LOWER 
BUILDING COST FOR QUALITY STRUCTURES. IN THE RESULT, WE ARE ABLE 
TO OFF® THE INDUSTRIES SEEKING TO ESTABLISH IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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LOWES ESTABLISHMENT COSTS THAN ELSEWHERE AND LOWER RUNNING COSTS 
THAN ELSEWHERE.- , • ' - " 
AS PREISER OP THE 8TATE0 I PERSONALLY HAVE ACCEPTED; 
^RESPONSIBILITY OF ADMINISTERING THE ACTIVITIES OF THE 
GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROMOTI® OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPFPT-.; 
THE GOVERNMENT HAS A POLICY OF ASSISTANCE TO INDUSTRY IN VARIOUS 
WAYS. : WITH: THE GOVERNMWT^S FORWARD PLANNING I® CO-OPERATION 
WITH THE INSTRUMENTALITIES RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PROVISION OF 
ELECTRICITY AND GAS9 WE CAN ASSURE ANY ENTERPRISE CONTEMPLATING ' 
ESTABLISHMENT IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA THAT THE PROVISION OF ESSENTIAL 
SERVICES SUCH AS WATER9 SEWERAGE, RAILWAYS AND ROADS* POWER AND 
GASJ) CAN BE READILY MADE AVAILABLE TO THEM*. 
THE GOVERNMENTTHROUGH THE ACTIVITIES OF THE SOUTH 
AUSTRALIAN HOUSING TRUST, WILL CONTINUE TO ENSURE HOUSING FOR AN 
EXPANDING WORK FORCE.- THIS,. IN MY OPINION^ WILL CONTINUE TO BE AN 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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XJ^ORTAST FACTOR' w nmmjomm Xiamen m SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AS© 
IS ONE REASOB vm I UNDERTOOK THE PORTPOLIO OF PXEXSTER OP 
HOUSIKGIB CONJUNCTION m m J3Y RESPONSIBILITIES AS FEELS SR. 
THE ©CfVBRSlE® :RBGGGNIgED THE IMPORTANT PART THAT 
' TECHNICAL EDUCATION A®. ®AXSfXSG PR€VXX®3 IB TEE ATTRACTION OP 
INDUSTRY TO' SHE STATE® • MY COLJ&AGUE* THE UIWXSW OF EDUCATION^  
ABB X0 TOGETHER WXTH OTHER IEJ3BBRS OF THE CABINET^ ' HAVE DSVOfED 
ERJCE. TXBSE AND THQUGHfTO ENSURE TICS PROVISION OP ADEQUATE 
FACILITIES FOR TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING,, THE STATE'S 
/ - • . * 
TWO UNXVM8ITXE8 AND ITS INSTITUTE OP TEGHEGLO@f ARE OP A 
STA£3DARD fiHIOH ;C0E3PARES EORE THAM FAVOURABLY WITH SIMILAR 
INSTITUTIONS'THROUGHOUT THE. WORLD.. : XN FACT OUR PROVISIONS 
FOR TIB TRAINING OF A$3®EKTXGB8 ARB OHEQUAiABD IN AU8T8ALXA* 
X CAN ASSISE YOU THAT. THE; ©CRTERHMENT WILL TAKE ALL POSSIBLE STEPS 
TO'MNTAXE THIS HIGH STANDING SO THAT THE EMPLOYEESXN SOUTH 
AUS2RALXAE. IMSSRY -CAH mmtm.A STANDARD OF SKILL AND WQRKM8HXP Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
m f M I © ; OF liMfflliil, SWElOPMo UHFORTBHATSa? 
XT X8 N0TP03SIBL3 TO G2WE' BBTAXL9: OF IE20QTXATXCI1B TAKXHG FLAGS 
mm TBI Qcmmtm^o ; usmmoM' mpm nmmt/^xONS GGSGSRH 
THE PRIVATE BUSINESS OF.. THE CGS3PAHXES CC8CERKED6 AND -$QR THAT 
BSABdK XT XS IfJP03SXBLB FOR ESS TO GXVS YOU -DETAILED X^CBCTOTXCB 
OF XNOT8TRXS8 THAT M B LXKBLY TO ESTABLISH XEJ SOUTH AUSTEAHA ' 
XH THE mm FUTUESo WITHOUT BRBACBXSJO AKY CCSSFXDSHCB,) BOm/m0 
•X CM? SAY THAS ,THS HIE'MXSE5 0 DB?J®fMT HAS W HAND CERTAIN 
MOTXATlM WHICH ZW -GsmiW TO A SUCCESSFUL CONCLUSION WILL B® 
OF VITAL I&TOTAHG& TO OUB FUTURE XNDOBSEXAL DBVEL^MSTo AS ' 
PREISER OP THE ©TAT®0 X SO. NOT PEOFOSB EV8R TO.MARB DETAIL© 
m m m $ % m m OF. urausimsB WBXGB HIGHT .ESTABLISH W THS QTATS0 
BUT W2X2.,ONLY B© SO WHSiS WWM. DECXSXOHS HAVS.BSEH REACH® BY 
ENTBRBiXSIS OCIJGERNBD At© m M B HAVE BEEt? COMPLETED TO SET UP 
SMtKHftOB' $X5HXH THE STAfS^ '•./'. 
. PAGE 
. " SXHCB.THE mpiX^'S SEPimTMT WAS ESTABLISH®, XT EAS0 
mvmm0 m$ Tm satisfaction OF COMPLETERS MOTXASXCSIS FOE 
SUCH IMPORTANT KIOJEGTS AS THS; KSLTX MILLION DOLLAR EBIBRTAEXEJ© • 
- OF CHRYBL® AUSTRALIA LIE3XTKD WHXGH XS BEXNG FXKMSBD BY CAPITAL 
-MOM. THE COMPANY0S, ACTIVITIES X® AMERICA,, ~ (& Ch®m XKDXCATXG0 
01?' THE WJfiMCE' OF f M AEEEICAJ5 XSDUSmXALX^GCE1GMI® XH TUB." 
FSTURB OF SOUTH AUSfftALXA);. «•>• TSS SHE? FACTORY .OF EXLL3 'IOEOGTRXE0 
LXMXTB& M 0«S0££XVA0 BEACH SMXOfi X SECES®i& HAS THE HONOUR TO 
MS5| . THE FACTORY OP C'GmLG© XBDUSTRXE8 PTYo LIMITED AT MXL1 SED0 
Mm A iwmm OF OSHER-AOTXVXTXE§..- °THOO©H S M I W . XH MSXTUDB ' 
BUT BEVERTH22LE38 UfPORTM^ W OUR XHDU^mXAL- ACTIVITIES WXSHX0 <?H0 
. ..,-. 7' ' ' . / ;: ' •' .' 
'•"THE P^^SS'S DBPAE^ iii^ T HAS AISAYS AGT2$> XI3 GLOSS 
WITH TUB SCOT AUSTRALIAN HOUSW THUQf.® • THAS 
GO«OFBRA?XON X© ©F -VXTAL'-'X£itoTAX^ OB XIJ OUR' 'ffiOMOf XQXtAL M S , 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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THE GGVERIF®T RECENTLY MADE ARRAEGFFLBSTS PC8 THE GENERAL HANAGER 
OP THB TRUST* M » RAE9AY0 TO MAKE A VISIT OVERSEAS TO ENABLE HIM 
TO UNDERTAKE PERS(^AL NEGOTIATIONS WITH MARY OVERSEAS ORGANIZA-
TIONS WHICH HAVE SH05JH- AH INTEREST IN ESTABLISHING ACTIVITIES IE 
THIS STATEO I AM PLEASED TO SAY TODAY THAT I HAVE HAD INTERIM 
REPORTS RAMSAY TO THE EFFECT THAT HE HAS HAD DETAILED 
DISCUSSIONS WITH A NUMBER OP OVERSEAS ENTERPRISES AND THESE 
DISCUSSIONS MAY $ELL LEAD TO PINAL DECISIONS TO ESTABLISH MAKU-
FACTUETO ACTIVITIES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA*, APART PROE3 A SPECIFIC 
OVERSEAS VIS 3® BY AB; INDIVIDUAL OFFICER 9 THE GOVERNMENT IS 
FORTUNATE IN HAV2KG A VERY ACTIVE AGENT^GENERAL FOR SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA IE LOUDON,. . KANY OF YOU PRESENT TODAY KNOW HX£3. 
PERSONALLY AND ADJURE BOTH HIS ENERGY A23D ABILITY APART FROM 
INTENSIVE PROMOTIONAL WORK IN THE UNITED KINGDOM MR. UX1ME HAS 
MADEA NUE3BER OP VISITS TO SJROPEAN COUNTRIES WITH THE OBJECT OF 
- ' • • ...'•.••-'.'.;.' < PAGE 
ATTRACTING INDUSTRY TO THE STATE, THB GOVERNE3BS® HAS 
RL^ORGANXZED THE STAFFUG OP FFLL AGEJIT-GENBRAL® S OFFICE? AS A ' 
RESULT OP WHICH A SMIOR OFFICER DEVOTES HIS FULL TIME TOWARDS 
* 
PROMOTIONAL WORK OP THIS NATURE* 
..PRESIDE? § : t HAVE TOLD YOU W GENERAL TERMS OP THE 
. GOVERNIAENT,S WORK FOR .THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OP THE STATE. 
•AS FREES ER\ OP THE STATE AND' THE FFTSXBSBR PERSONALLY ADMINISTERING 
THE OOVERM3EHS9S ACTIVITIES W INDUSTRIAL PROL?OTIGB0 I GIVE YOU 
AN ASSURANCE TODAY THAT EVERY EFFORT WILL BE CONTINUED TO PROMOTE 
THE RAPID ©ROOT OF INDUSTRY V7XTKXFL THE STATE0 THIS CONTINUED 
GROOT CAHJ, HOWEVM, ONLY EL ACHIEVE WITH THE GOODWILL AND 
CO-OPERATION OF PRIVATE ENTERPRLSEO I AM HAPPY TO SAY THAT 
SINCE THE PREISER'S DSPARTKW M S ESTABLISHED0 THE OFFICERS 
W Q A C M OK INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION HAVE FORMED; VERY HARMONIOUS 
RELATIONSHIPS .WITH INMSTRY AND COMERCE NOT ONLY IN SGUFFL ' 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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. ADBMTTA' BUT-ISIM TW' ISTIW&TIMM OF ENTERPRISES BOTH INTERSTATE 
ABO OVERSEAS 0 WITH mm :WBXHAVE HBGC^AS©* WEBB GOOD 
RELATIONSHIPS AND THE INCREASED ACTIVITY WHICH THE GOVSRHCSEM? 
P M S FOR INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION' WILL0. I ktt SUREP RESULT IN A 
SUCCESSFUL PMIG& OP DEVELOPMENT IN THE YEARS AHEAD*. 
. X PLEDGE TO G0VBRN^BNT®8 SUPPORT IN EVERY PRACTICABLE 
WAY TO ENSURE CONTINUED DEVELOPIiSHDj, AND I SEES THE CO^ OPEBATXCffif 
Of INDUSTRY AND COIMBHCB XH' THIS STATE WITH THE GOVERNMENT TO 
ENSURE RAPID DEVELOPMENT TO THE BENEFIT OP THE WHOLE STATS 
AND. ITS CITIZENS 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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 1 ADDRESS BY THE HON. THE PREMIER, MR. D.A. DUNSTAN, Q.C., M.P. h AT THE COMMONWEALTH CLUB LUNCHEON, 27TH JULY, 1967. ? 
MR, ' PRESIDENT,. ETC. J 
FIRST OF ALL, I WOULD . LIKE TO EXPRESS r MY THANKS TO THE :|f 
COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF ADELAIDE FOR THE HONOUR THEY HAVE DONE ME 
IN INVITING ME TO BE GUEST SPEAKER.AT THIS LUNCHEON. I •-.111 4 IL RECOGNIZE THAT THE GENERAL POLICY OF THE CLUB IS TO HAVE EMINENT 
VISITORS TO . THE STATE AS GUEST SPEAKERS, AND I VERY MUCH APPRE- yV jj 
! xZ I 
'/i 
i. 
CIATE THE COURTESY OF THE CLUB IN INVITING ME, AS A SOUTH . 
AUSTRALIAN, T9 BE GUEST SPEAKER ON THIS OCCASION. ; ^ ./i; fl lj 
.'t I "j F-THIS| AFTERNOON I WANT TO SPEAK Sj^ YOU ABOUT FUTURE .-V^ f ,jj: 
DEVELOPMENT OF 80UTH AUSTRALIA. WE ALL KNOW THAT SOUTH ; 
AUSTRALIA DEVELOPED ASA STATE WHOSE ECONOMY WAS LARGELY BASED 
ON PRIMARY PRODUCTION. FROM THE EARLIEST DAYS, HOWEVER, SOME JK; 
SKILLED ARTISANS WERE HERE AND THE STATE WAS ABLE TO PROVIDE A ___ _ _ JRII 1 " .. , r , 
'1 • •• SMALL AMOUNT OF SECONDARY INDUSTRY OF A HIGHLY SKILLED NATURE. ^ 
: ' .. .1 'I 'I 
• I I. 
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SINCE THE WAR YEARS, WHEN WE GOT A BOOST TO OUR SECONDARY : , • ' •" •; M 
INDUSTRY PRODUCTION THROUGH THE PLACING OF LARGE MUNITIONS ' . CfS 
PLANTS HERE, A RAPID CHANGE HAS TAKEN PLACE, AND TODAY THE VALUE a| 
OF SECONDARY PRODUCTION CONSIDERABLY EXCEEDS THAT OF PRIMARY 
PRODUCTION IN THE STATE. THIS PROVIDES FOR A GREATER STABILITY;.'! 
IN OUR ECONOMY, AND IT IS CLEAR THAT MUCH OF THE FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THIS STATE MUST BE BASED ON SECONDARY INDUSTRY. 
UNLIKE SOME OF THE OTHER STATES, IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA WE NO LONGER . 
HAVE LARGE AREAS OF LAND AVAILABLE WHICH ARE SUITABLE FOR FURTHER,| 
PRIMARY PRODUCTION. WHILST THE GOVERNMENT WILL MAKE EVERY 
EFFORT THROUGH THE ^SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE TO CONTINUALLY RAISE THE OUTPUT OF PRIMARY PRODUCTION;.; 
THROUGH ADVANCED METHODS OF LAND HUSBANDRY, THE LAND AVAILABLE 
1 . ' . • • J ^ 
FOR FURTHER PRIMARY PRODUCTION 18 LIMITED. 
.FOR 80ME TIME NOW, THE STATE HAS MADE RAPID DEVELOPMENT' 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OP INDUSTRY EQUAL TO ABOUT THE AVERAGE Ml'; 
RATE OP GROWTH IN AUSTRALIA OVER THE PERIOD SINCE THE WAR. 
• HOWEVER, THE SECONDARY INDUSTRY GROWTH HAS MAINLY BEEN IN THE^f? 
PRODUCTION OF CONSUMER DURABLES, PARTICULARLY MOTOR CARS AND ^ .• y-i 
HOME APPLIANCES, AND AS OUR ECONOMY RELIES VERY HEAVILY UPON ^ 1M-i,* 
SECONDARY INDUSTRY PRODUCTION IN THESE AREAS, IT IS VULNERABLEfi| 
TO FLUCTUATIONS IN THE GENERAL STATE OP THE ECONOMY IN THE r M ^ -
EASTERN STATES SINCE THE MAJORITY OF PRODUCTION IN CONSUMER '''.^ Itl 
DURABLES FINDS, ITS MARKET IN THE EASTERN STATES AND IS NOT ' , f if | 
EXPORTED OVERSEAS. M '^Yrff 
•i DURING THE PERIOD OF THE LATE I^O's AND THE EARLY 'V 
• YEARS OF THIS DECADE, ALL OTHER STATES IN; AUSTRALIA RECOGNIZING f | 
THE NEED TO COMPETE FOR INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT, SET UP ^ V ^ l 
FULLY STAFFED INDUSTRIAL DEVEIX)PMENT DEPARTMENTS SO THAT FEAsifiLEt 
PROJECTS FOR DEVELOPMENT IN THEIR STATES- COULD BE SOLD TO . ' " 
INVESTORS WHO WOULD BE ATTRACTED*TO PROVIDE TECHNOLOGICAL 
PAGE U. 
; DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE STATE. THIS DID NOT HAPPEN IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA, AND WHEN THE LABOR QOVERNMENT TOOK OFFICE, FOR THE ^ j" 
FIRST TIME THERE WAS CREATED: A DEPARTMENT SPECIFICALLY CONCERNED!^ 
WITH DEVELOPMENT. IT WAS IMPORTANT THAT WE DID NOT ALLOW TO ^ i 
TAKE PLACE WHAT HAD PREVIOUSLY OCCURRED ON SOME OCCASIONS, THAT ^ f: 
PROPOSALS FOR LARGE-SCALE SCHEMES OF DEVELOPMENT HAD BEEl/ l l ^ l l 
INADEQUATELY RESEARCHED AND CONSEQUENTLY FAILED TO MATERIALIZE. "I ! I'^ 
WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA, WE ARE 
IDEALLY SITUATED, BECAUSE OF OUR CENTRAL LOCATION IN THE Ml 
COMMONWEALTH, TO SEWE THE FUTURE NATIONAL MARKET BOTH EAST AND 
WEST, AND THEREFORE THE GOVERNMENT WILL PROMOTE THE STATE AS ONE II 
WHICH MUST BE OF VITAL INTEREST TO AUSTRALIA'S COMMERCIAL AND . Ml 
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENTS IN THEIR FUTURE EXPANSION. • K 
IT WILL BE IMPORTANT THAT WE DIVERSIFY SOUTH AUSTRALIA'S^  
INDUSTRY SO THAT WE ARE NOT. IN FUTURE AS VULNERABLE TO EASTERN vJ 
Y-. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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STATE8 MARKETS FLUCTUATIONS AS WE NOW ARE, AND IT IS IMPORTANT 4 ' ! 
FOR OUR DEVELOPMENT THAT WE HAVE A CONCENTRATION IN SOUTH 
•I • • 
AUSTRALIA OF THE SKILL INDUSTRIES. THIS IS A STATE WHICH 18 V'% 
IDEALLY SITUATED TO THE KIND OF TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT AND 'M: 
/ -
CONSEQUENT EXPORT PRODUCTION WHICH HAS BEEN THE PATTERN IN' 
CERTAIN COUNTRIES IN EUROPE AND THE MEDITERRANEAN, PARTICULARLY^ £ 
FOR INSTANCE, SWEDEN, SWITZERLAND AND ISRAEL, WHO, WITH LIMITED lit'. 
NATURAL RESOURCES, HAVE NEVERTHELESS PROVIDED PRODUCTS OF SUCH 5'SV 
HIGH QUALITY^  CRAFTSMANSHIP AND DESIGN, THAT THEY HAVE LED THE :H/ 
WORLD. IN CERTAIN AREAS, SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS ALREADY BEGINNING i; 
TO DO THIS. WE HAVE ALWAYS HAD A HIGH DEGREE OF TECHNICAL 
KNOW-HOW HERE. WE HAVE GOOD RESEARCH FACILITIES ESTABLISHEDvjf-
IN MANY AREAS, PARTICULARLY, FOR INSTANCE, IN AGRICULTURAL • 
RESEARCH, IN THE MINERAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES, AND IN THE ' \ " • - t^l IN8TITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, BUT WE MUST BUILD ON THIS BASIS TO ;H:.i 1 . . . " t 
ENSURE THAT THERE IS ADEQUATE APPLIED INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH TO ? 
MAKE THIS THE CENTRE OF IMPORTANT TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT IN ™ 
PAGE 6. 
THE COMMONWEALTH. 
IN CONNECTION WITH OUR PROGRAMME FOR FUTURE . 
DEVELOPMENT, I HAVE ALREADY ANNOUNCED CERTAIN DECISIONS SINCE 
I TOOK OFFICE AS PREMIER, I REFER. PARTICULARLY TO THE 
APPOINTMENT OF A DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT. THE STATE ! 
IS INDEED FORTUNATE TO HAVE SECURED THE SERVICES OF SUCH AN • i 
OUTSTANDINGLY WELL QUALIFIED AND EXPERIENCED INDUSTRIALIST AS 
MR. DONALD CURRIE WHO WILL TAKE UP THESE IMPORTANT DUTIES NEXT 
MONTH. I HAVE ALSO ANNOUNCED PROPOSALS FOR GOVERNMENT SUPPORT 
FOR AN INDUSTRIAL DESIGN CENTRE IN THIS STATE. THIS. I FEEL 
SURE, WILL DO MUCH TO ASSIST INDUSTRY TO PROMOTE ITS ACTIVITIES ; 
BY HAVING AVAILABLE TO IT THE BEST KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL THAT CAN 1 
BE PROVIDED THROUGH SUCH A CENTRE. I HAVE ALSO ANNOUNCED THAT M 
THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT WILL SEEK TO PROMOTE ' • 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION WHICH 
WILL EN8URE ADEQUATE APPLIED INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH OF A GENERAL 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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NATURE AND P R O V I D E FACILITIES FOR APPLIED RESEARCH WHICH WILL, BE ,|G 
OF ASSISTANCE TO EXISTING INDUSTRY IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. OVERSEA^^ 
VISITORS TO THIS COUNTRY HAVE POINTED TO THE WOEFUL LACK OF , • 
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH IN THIS COUNTRY AND THAT INDUSTRIAL RESEARCF^ 
GENERALLY IS AT A MUCH LOWER LEVEL THAN THAT OF COUNTRIES • • 
COMPARABLY DEVELOPED. WE MUST REMEDY THAT HERE. 
THE PROVING OF NATURAL GAS DEPOSITS IN THE NORTH EAST 
OF THE STATE HAS BEEN A FEATURE WHICH I BELIEVE WILL MARK THE ^ | | 
COMMENCEMENT OF A NEW ERA OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY IN SOJTH 
AUSTRALIA. THE GOVERNMENT HAS MADE MUCH PROGRESS IN THE WORK||G 
NECESSARY TO ENABLE THE USE OF THIS IMPORTANT NATURAL RESOURCE., 
ARRANGEMENTS BENEFICIAL TO THE STATE WE^JF COMPLETED WITH T ^ , 
COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT BY MY PREDECESSOR' TO ENABLE THE 
" OF FINANCE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A PIPELINE TO CONVEY TH|P^|||| 
' NATURAL GAS FROM THE FIELD TO THE ADELAIDE" METROPOLITAN AREA. • |||| 
• A STATUTORY COMMISSION HAS BEEN APPOINTED AND COMMENCED .WORK T O J | | 
- PAGE 80 
CONSTRUCT THIS PIPELINE. LONG AND DETAILED NEGOTIATIONS HAVE 
» 41 
BEEN CARRIED OUT WITH THE PRODUCERS. • THOSE NEGOTIATIONS ARE I-L 
PRACTICALLY COMPLETED AND I ANTICIPATE THAT WITHIN A VERY SHORT - I 
TIME INDEED I WILL BE .ABLE TO ANNOUNCE THE COMPLETION OF A ;:V:|. 
CONTRACT WHICH WILL ENSURE THE.PROVISION OF NATURAL GAS AS A FUEL;|. 
TO THE ELECTRICITY TRUST AT A PRICE BETTER THAN.THAT OF FUEL OIL. | 
THIS WILL ENSURE THE MAINTENANCE OF CHEAP ELECTRICITY IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA AND AT THE SAME TIME PROVIDE FOR THE PIPELINE, THE MAJOR 
USER NEEDED TO ENSURE THAT THE PIPELINE PROJECT IS ECONOMICALLY • A 
VIABLE IN ITS EARLY STAGES. THIS WILL MEAN THAT WE WILL BE ABLE; 
TO HAVE NATURAL GAS IN ADELAIDE AVAILABLE FOR INDUSTRIAL USERS 
BY MID 1969P AND AT A PRICE SIGNIFICANTLY LOWER THAN THE PRICE TO' 
INDUSTRIAL CONSUMERS: WHICH WILL BE CHARGED IN VICTORIA FOR . 
NATURAL GA8. . 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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APART FROM THE IMPORTANT A8PECT OP PROVIDING A LOCAL SOURCE OP 
FUEL FOR POWER PRODUCTION IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, THIS NATURAL GAS 
WILL PROVIDE (THE RAW MATERIALS FOR ADDITIONAL INDUSTRIES WHICH 
WITHOUT NATURAL'GAS SOUTH AUSTRALIA COULD NOT HAVE CONTEMPLATED. 
OVERSEAS ORGANIZATIONS HAVE ALREADY SHOWN AN ACTIVE INTEREST IN 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW ENTERPRISES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA BASED ON 
THE UTILIZATION OF NATURAL GAS.\ 
I MENTIONED EARLIER THE STABILITY WHICH THE STATE 
ENJOYS AS A RESULT OF OUR BALANCED ECONOMY.. HOY/EVER, STABILITY 
IS ATTAINED: NOT ONLY THROUGH THE ECONOMY BUT BECAUSE OF A NUMBER • 
OF FACTORS WHICH ARE OF PARTICULAR INTEREST AND IMPORTANCE TO 
INVESTORS AND INDUSTRIALISTS ANXIOUS TO PROMOTE THEIR OWN 
• t, •••.-
- :V' 
B . R, 
' I; R •. • 
•.".•"II-.'JV; rvjjf:" ' Y'V* V 
•j i I 
- < 
i'-'V 
• 'S® 
PARTICULAR ENTERPRISE. . 
THE EXCELLENT EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIP WHICH 
• ; . ' . .•T'L^V^ 
EXISTS: IN 80UTH AUSTRALIA IS 80METHING OF WHICH THE STATE CAN BE vQ jjgf 
I® 
' ' •V-•J :?;'• 
PAGE 
. • A ' V | ! 
JUSTLY PROUD. I PAY A TRIBUTE• TODAY TO. THE ENLIGHTENED; : ££ 
OUTLOOK OF BOTH MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATIONS WORKING ,' 
IN CO-OPERATION WITH A PROGRESSIVE GOVERNMENT. BECAUSE OF 
THIS, SOUTH AUSTRALIA HAS A REMARKABLE RECORD IN RELATION TO 
• • 
TIME LOST THROUGH INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES. IN FACT, IN SOUTH 
••••I ,1 '•" 
AUSTRALIA, DURING 19^ 6, SIXTY-ONE DAYS PER 1,OOO.CIVILIAN 
EMPLOYEES WERE LOST DUE TO DISPUTES IN SOUTH AU8TRALIA COMPARED !. 
WITH 276 DAYS IN NEW SOUTH WALES AND AN AUSTRALIAN AVERAGE OF - . .', H 
.(•M. 
196 DAYS. ILLUSTRATED IN ANOTHER WAY, SOUTH AUSTRALIA SUFFERED. 
THE SMALL PERCENTAGE OF 2.85 OF THE AUSTRALIAN TOTAL OF MAN DAYS'pj; 
LOST THROUGH INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES DURING 1966. THIS IS AN . . ; i j, 
' » .. i 
ACHIEVEMENT OF WHICH THE GOVERNMENT IS VERY PROUD AND OF WHICH 
MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEE ORGANISATIONS ALIKE CAN FEEL JUSTLY' ' " -I'Jf 
-PROUD. IT IS EVIDENCE OF THE FACT THAT SOUTH AUSTRALIANS IN 
ALL WALKS OF LIFE ARE DETERMINED TO GET ON WITH THE JOB, NOT 
MERELY TO PROMOTE THEIR OWN SECTIONAL INTERESTS, AND TO JOIN WITH £ 
. : •• • ' • . • . - • • ' . • . • . ) i j y 
I ; I 
' - i 
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THE GOVERNMENT IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE0 
I ioiNT OUT, HOWEVER, THAT INDUSTRIAL STABILITY HAS 
ONLY BEEN MAINTAINED BECAUSE WORKING PEOPLE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
FOR LONG DEPRIVED OF BENEFITS AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE, HAVE BEEN ABLE 
TO GET MARGINAL IMPROVEMENTS IN THEIR CONDITIONS IN THE LAST TWO 
YEARS WHICH HAVE LED TO THEIR'BEING SATISFIED WITH THE GENERAL ||f| 
CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH THEY ARE WORKING. WHILE IT IS IMPORTANT ^ 
VI'^:. 
II? 
A!I(V 
i ...-J'--
FOR US TO MAINTAIN A LOW-COST STRUCTURE, IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO . 
SEE. THAT THE WORK FORCE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS SATISFIED AND STABLE, 
UNDER CONDITION^  WHICH ARE. REASONABLE AND COMPILE WITH THOSE ,H|g| 
ELSEWHERE IN TfiE;gpUNTRY. . f* • 
ANOTHER IMPORTANT FEATURE WHICH -ASSIST OUR FUTUR$ ^  § § 
' DEVELOPMENT I S ^ ^ F A C T THAT CONTRARY TO STATEMENT^.j MADE FROM T I M E ^ g g | 
TO TIME IN VARlJjil PLACES, THE GOVERNMENT OSj THIS STATE HAS •-•^/iv^ 
MAINTAINED A LOW-COST STRUCTURE WITHIN THE STATE. IT IS TRUE ; 
THAT IN SOME INSTANCES THE GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN FORCED' BY THE . 
m-: 
I • "• 
PAGE 12, ill 
COMMONWEAI/TH GOVERNMENT'S ATTITUDE TO COMMONWEALTH/STATE FINANCIAL 
RELATIONS, TO MAKE INCREASES IN CHARGES. ALL STATE GOVERNMENTS . ^ j j 
HAVE BEEN FORCED INTO THIS POSITION.' BUT LET ME MAKE IT 
PERFECTLY CLEAR THAT THE INCREASED CHARGES THAT HAVE BEEN MADE IN 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA OVER THE LAST TWO AND A QUARTER YEARS ARE LOWER'. . ; ^ 
THAN GOVERNMENTS IN THE OTHER STATES OF AUSTRALIA HAVE FOUND IT f ^ ' l 
NECESSARY TO IMPOSE ON THEIR CITIZENS. BECAUSE OF THIS, AND 
FORWARD PLANNING BY THE GOVERNMENT AND ITS INSTRUMENTALITIES, 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS ABLE TO OFFER FULLY SERVICED INDUSTRIAL SITES / J | 
AT PRICES MUCH LOWER THAN SIMILAR SITES IN OUR NEIGHBOURING STATES.^ | 
OUR BUILDING INDUSTRY HAS. ALSO BEEN BUILT UP ON A BASIS OF •• ^ j g 
EFFICIENCY WHICH ENABLES THE STATE TO ENJOY A RELATIVELY LOWER , ^ 
BUILDING COST FOR QUALITY STRUCTURES. IN THE RESULT, WE ARE ABLE'^ 
T 0 O F F E R - T H E INDUSTRIES SEEKING TO ESTABLISH IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA" / j 
rm 
r/j 
I 
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LOWER ESTABLISHMENT COSTS THAN ELSEWHERE AND LOWER RUNNING COSTS 
THAN ELSEWHEREO 
AS PREMIER OP THE STATE, I PERSONALLY HAVE ACCEPTED ; r' 
THE RESPONSIBILITY OF ADMINISTERING THE ACTIVITIES OF THE ' 
GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROMOTION OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT^ 
THE GOVERNMENT HAS A POLICY 05\ ASSISTANCE TO INDUSTRY IN VARIOUS. ! 
WAYS. WITH THE GOVERNMENT'S FORWARD PLANNING IN CO-OPERATION 
WITH THE INSTRUMENTALITIES RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PROVISION OF . -
ELECTRICITY AND GAS, WE CAN ASSURE ANY ENTERPRISE CONTEMPLATING Y ^ V 
ESTABLISHMENT IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA THAT THE PROVISION OF ESSENTIAL 
SERVICES SUCH AS WATER, SEWERAGE, RAILWAYS AND ROADS, POWER AND ^ 
GAS, CAN BE READILY MADE AVAILABLE TO THEM. ' 'H 
THE GOVERNMENT, THROUGH THE ACTIVITIES OF THE SOUTH •'J 
AUSTRALIAN HOUSING TRUST, WILL CONTINUE TO, ENSURE HOUSING FOR AN' 
EXPANDING WORK FORCE. . THIS, IN MY ..OPINION, WILL CONTINUE TO BE ANS 
'ti 
Il'ftf 
• • • 'V 
v 
.' .fr 
i 4 
* ./• • > 
y 
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J. 
IMPORTANT FACTOR IN DEVELOPING INDUSTRY IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA,' AND 
18 ONE REASON WHY I UNDERTOOK THE PORTFOLIO OF MINISTER OF 
HOUSING IN CONJUNCTION WITH MY RESPONSIBILITIES AS PREMIER. VJ |G 
THE GOVERNMENT RECOGNIZED THE IMPORTANT PART THAT 
TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROVIDES IN THE ATTRACTION OF 
INDUSTRY TO THE STATE. MY COLLEAGUE, THE MINISTER OF EDUCATION, 
AND I, TOGETHER WITH OTHER MEMBERS OF THE CABINET, HAVE DEVOTED 
MUCH TIME AND THOUGHT TO ENSURE THE PROVISION OF ADEQUATE 
FACILITIES FOR- TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING. THE STATE'S 
TWO UNIVERSITIES AND ITS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY ARE OF A .': V';T'| 
STANDARD WHICH COMPARES MORE THAN FAVOURABLY WITH SIMILAR 
.3 
j'.'ft 
iif 
% •f Av 
' ,'i-
INSTITUTIONS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. IN FACT OUR PROVISIONS • ; 
. - .'ft-
i if POR THE TRAINING OF APPRENTICES ARE UNEQUALLED IN AUSTRALIA. 
I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT THE GOVERNMENT WILL TAKE ALL POSSIBLE STEPS 
TO MAINTAIN THIS HIGH STANDING SO THAT THE EMPLOYEES IN SOUTH R1! 
AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY CAN PROVIDE A STANDARD OF SKILL AND WORKMANSHIP j: 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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"Tii' S WHICH WILL MEASURE UP TO WORLD REQUIREMENTS. 
IN. SPEAKING OP INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, UNFORTUNATELY . '] 
IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO GIVE DETAILS OP NEGOTIATIONS TAKING PLACE S'^CI 
WITH THE GOVERNMENT. NATURALLY THESE NEGOTIATIONS CONCERN /V^F/^ 
THE PRIVATE BUSINESS OF THE COMPANIES CONCERNED, AND FOR THAT. 
REASON IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR' ME TO GIVE YOU DETAILED INFORMATION ; 
OF INDUSTRIES THAT ARE LIKELY TO ESTABLISH IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
•f 
•j-
IN THE NEAR FUTURE. WITHOUT BREACHING ANY CONFIDENCE, HOWEVER,.. | ; 
I CAN SAY THAT THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT HAS IN HAND CERTAIN . 
NEGOTIATIONS WHICH IF CARRIED: TO A SUCCESSKUL^CONCLUSION WILL^BE V I • 
OF VITAL IMPO^ANCE TO OUR FUTURE INDUSTRIAL ^ DEVELOPMENT. IS ' 
PREMIER OF THEFSTATE, I DO NOT PROPOSE EVER TO MAKE DETAILED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS OF INDUSTRIES: WHICH MIGHT ESTABLISH IN THE STATE, 
BUT WILL ONLY DO SO WHEN FIRM DECISIONS<HAVE BEEN REACHED BY THE - YJ L 
ENTERPRISES CONCERNED' AND PLANS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED TO SET UP 
PRODUCTION WITHIN THE STATE. J 
. . . 
"•' ' '..'"-' • ' "•. _ . . . .C !}i, 
• PAGE 16. : - M ' • ' . - . • yj 
w V! • • • • • . ' . /tilt 
SINCE THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT WAS ESTABLISHED, IT HAS," I irj 
HOWEVER, HAD THE SATISFACTION OF COMPLETING NEGOTIATIONS FOR J JHJ! 
SUCH IMPORTANT PR0JECT8 AS THE MULTI MILLION DOLLAR UNDERTAKING ! 
i "' L { 
OF CHRYSLER AUSTRALIA LIMITED WHICH IS BEING FINANCED BY CAPITAL:"L 7 
FROM THE COMPANY'S ACTIVITIES IN AMERICA, - (A CLEAR INDICATION V; 
OF THE CONFIDENCE OF THE AMERICAN INDUSTRIALISTS CONCERNED IN THE ; ;.YJ' 
'., •. i 
FUTURE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA) - THE NEW FACTORY OF HILLS INDUSTRIES : J\ ... 1 LIMITED AT 0'SULLIVAN BEACH WHICH I RECENTLY HAD THE HONOUR TO L|| 
' • i 
OPEN; THE FACTORY OF COMALCO INDUSTRIES PTY. LIMITED AT MILE END, J • •. .'• •' j: . 
AND A NUMBER OF OTHER ACTIVITIES 'THOUGH SMALLER IN MAGNITUDE '^X-v j 
1 1 BUT NEVERTHELESS IMPORTANT IN OUR'INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE , 
8 TATE O J 
THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT HAS ALWAYS ACTED IN CLOSE . M Y 
CO-OPERATION WITH THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN HOUSING TRUST, THAT '. / j y : 
CO-OPERATION IS OF VITAL IMPORTANCE IN OUR PROMOTIONAL PLANS.' /V.L .•: 
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THE GOVERNMENT RECENTLY MADE ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE GENERAL MANAGER ; 
OF THE TRUST, MR. RAMSAY, TO MAKE A VISIT OVERSEAS TO ENABLE HIM 
TO UNDERTAKE PERSONAL NEGOTIATIONS WITH MANY OVERSEAS ORGANIZA- 4 
' . 1 £ • . 
* L ' 
TIONS WHICH HAVE SHOWN AN INTEREST IN ESTABLISHING ACTIVITIES IN '-;' 
THIS STATE.' I AM PLEASED TO SAY TODAY THAT I HAVE HAD INTERIM ;.' 
REP0RT3 FROM MR. RAM BAY TO ^DHE EFFECT THAT HE HA8 HAD DETAILED • 
DISCUSSIONS WITH A NUMBER OF OVERSEAS ENTERPRISES AND THESE 
DISCUSSIONS MAY. WELL LEAD TO FINAL DECISIONS TO ESTABLISH MANU-
FACTORING ACTIVITIES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. APART FROM A SPECIFIC, ' 
OVERSEAS VISIT BY AN INDIVIDUAL OFFICER, THE GOVERNMENT IS • 
FORTUNATE IN HAVING A VERY ACTIVE AGENT-GENERAL FOR SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA IN LONDON. MANY OF YOU PRESENT TODAY KNOW HIM 'L 
PERSONALLY AND ADMIRE BOTH HIS ENERGY AND ABILITY.. APART FROM 
INTENSIVE PROMOTIONAL WORK IN THE UNITED KINGDOM, MR. MILNE HAS 
MADE A NUMBER OF VISITS TO EUROPEAN COUNTRIES WITH THE OBJECT OF...:,;! 
' ' • • • . * * , ; r u 
PAGE 18. v! 
ATTRACTING INDUSTRY TO THE STATE. THE GOVERNMENT HAS ' 
RE-ORGANIZED THE STAFFING OF THE AGENT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, AS A ^ 
RESULT OF WHICH A SENIOR OFFICER DEVOTES His' FULL TIME TOWARDSV J 
PROMOTIONAL WORK OF THIS NATURE. • 
MR. PRESIDENT : I HAVE TOLD YOU IN GENERAL TERMS OF THE 
GOVERNMENT'S WORK FOR THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 8TATE. 
AS PREMIER OF THE STATE AND THE MINISTER PERSONALLY ADMINISTERING 
THE GOVERNMENT'S ACTIVITIES IN INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION, I GIVE YOU ' 
AN ASSURANCE TODAY THAT EVERY EFFORT WILL BE CONTINUED TO PROMOTE 
THE RAPID GROWTH OF INDUSTRY WITHIN THE STATE. THIS CONTINUED.' 
GROWTH CAN, HOWEVER, ONLY BE ACHIEVED WITH THE GOODWILL AND "'^ 'l 
CO-OPERATION OF PRIVATE ENTERPRISE. ' I AM HAPPY TO SAY THAT ' ^ 
SINCE THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT 'WAS ESTABLISHED, THE OFFICERS-
ENGAGED. ON INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION HAVE FORMED VERY HARMONIOUS 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE NOT ONLY IN SOUTH v.' P. 
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AUSTRALIA BUT WITH THE MANAGEMENT OP ENTERPRISES BOTH INTERSTATE: M 
• 1 /• I, 
AND OVERSEAS, WITH WHOM. THEY HAVE NEGOTIATED. THESE .GOOD " ^ 
RELATIONSHIPS AND THE INCREASED ACTIVITY WHICH THE GOVERNMENT .l^fy 
PLANS FOR INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION WILL, I AM SURE, RESULT IN A' : 
SUCCESSFUL PERIOD OF DEVELOPMENT IN THE YEARS AHEAD. w 
•".•'!' f I PLEDGE THE GOVERNMENT'S SUPPORT IN EVERY PRACTICABLE; 
. •  • £ ' 
WAY TO ENSURE CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT, AND I SEEK THE CO-OPERATION-!] 
OF INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE IN THIS STATE WITH THE GOVERNMENT TO ' ^ S p 
ENSURE RAPID DEVELOPMENT TO THE BENEFIT OF THE WHOLE STATE' ' 
AND ITS CITIZENS. . -••' ;'. .' ' ' .. •'. 
"ii 
t 1 
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